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The Maine Campus
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

•Student Senate

Wednesday
April 15, 1992
Vol. 109 No. 67

•Open forum

Senate plans rape awareness program Hutchinson forum looks
for new student orientation
at campus concerns
By William R. Grasso

By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

Staff Writer
The Community Unification
Committee introduced a resolution last week in the General Student Senate, proposing an assault
awareness program during New
Student Orientation in the fall. The
program would include rape prevention, personal safety devices,
and most importantly, would define exactly what makes a rape.
The resolution,though not able
to institute the program, did express the Senate's support of the
project.
Debate at last night's meeting
about the need and content of the
program was long and in some
places tense.
"Haven't the students already
had enough of this rape awareness
stuff?" asked one senator.
"No," replied senator Don
Clark."First,rape is still occurring
much too often, and second, we
have to make new students aware

•Lecture

To fathom concerns of the members of the University of Maine community,and to determine its direction
during next year's budget cuts,
UMaine PresidentFrederick Hutchinson held an open forum in the Damn
Yankee Monday afternoon.
Thisforum,attended by students,
faculty,administrators and employees, is the first of four, designed to
allow "dialogue"between Hutchinson and the university community.
Hutchinson began the forum
expressing hisconcernsfor UMaine.
"I hope you people can convince
me that I'm wrong, but I think we do
Diane Dostie, GSS president, addresses student senators
Tues- have a morale problem here," he said
day night in the Damn Yankee.(Stevens photo.)
Hutchinson said before he conof the problem and some solucentrate
s on "firming up" legisla"The University of Maine has
Pons."
continuing problems in the area of tive support for UMaine, he will
The program will include an assault and rape," read the resolu- focus his energies on the issues and
acted-out scene of rape, define it tion."We find it necessary to
ad- problems of the Orono campus.
and discuss acquaintance rape,the dress this issue and to educate
"It is difficult to gather support
stumost common kind of rape on colfor a product viewed as having inlege campuses.
ternal problems," he said.
See SENATE on page 19
In response to next year's $5.5
million budget cut,Hutchinson said it
was inevitable on-campus positions
would be reallocated to save money.
'There is nothing unique with

Zinn tells ofchanging interpretations

of Columbus,American history

"I would much
rather get on with
developing programs
here, than spend
time restructuring
the campus."
—UMaine President
Fred Hutchinson

this university. Ijust came from the
campus at Ohio State, where the
same thing is happening—courses
are closed, positions are cut—it's
notgood,but it's asymptom of what
is happening nation-wide."
When members of the Writing
Center expressed concern about losing the program to next year's budHoward Zinn speaks in 137 Bennett Hall Tuesday night.(Stevens photo.
)
get cuts,Hutchinson said he was not
yet certain how specific budget cuts
By John Humphrey
World War II, several years teachZinn said he began by studying
would
be implemented.
ing at a black women's college Christopher Columbus, and by
Staff Writer
He
said
he would be meeting with
during the civil rights movement looking at the explorer's personal
deans, directors, faculty and student
Howard Zinn challenged tradi- and involvement in the anti-war journal,as well as
accounts written
leaders, and suggested members of
tional views of American history movement during Vietnam.
by other Spaniards of the time.
the
Center seek assistance "through
last night in a lecture presented in
After entering college at the
By such research he discovthe influence of these groups."
Bennett Hall titled "The Legacy of age of 27,Zinn said he increasing- ered a much different
history than
"1 think the Budget Task Force
Columbus 1492-1992."
ly felt history was being presented what he had been taught in school.
has taken this(the budget cuts)very
Zinn, best known for his book, only from the point of view of
"Columbus' expedition was
seriously," he said.
A Peoples History of the United "generals, presidents and diplo- commercial," Zinn said.
"He was
Whenconcerns were raised about
States,is a historian,peace activist mats." In his book,Zinn attempted only interested in God
and gold."
the
appropriate spending of Comand playwright.
to find a more "common" history.
He said when Columbus And
prehensi
ve Fee money, Hutchinson
He began the lecture by outlin"I wanted to take the same his- his men first landed in what they
said
he
would
seriouslyconsider ways
ing some of his own history, in- tory and look at it through different
to
better
allocate
these funds.
cluding service as a bombardier in eyes," Zinn said.
Sec ZINN on page 21
UMaine Registrar Jack Collins

UMaine president Fred
Hutchinson.(Kiesow photo.)

said he thought the university was
"teeing students to death."
'We ought notto do that,"he said.
"I've had six advisees leave campus this semester,because ofthe midyear tuition increase. We can't do that
—we have an obligation to the students," one faculty member said.
Stuclentathletesandcoachesraised
concerns about the proposed 18 percent cut facing the athletics program.
"A cut to the athletics program
will be detrimental to the quality and
competitiveness of the sports progams offered here," Paul Capriotti,
a fourth-year zoology major and
member of the football team said.
Though Hutchinson said he did
not agree with the 18 percent cut, he
said he "accepted it."
"I accept the fact that the Budget
Task Force gave first priority to
academics.True,many students here
are athletes, but many are not. The
problem we have now is closed
courses—these have got to be our
first priority," he said.
He said if the entire $400,000
cut is taken from athletics programs, only federal funds would
be eliminated.
"At this time, there is no plan to
eliminateanysports and I don't wish
to. It's the wrong way to go," he said.
Hutchinson said he didn't have
any plans to restructure the administration, but said he was open
to suggestions.
"I would much rather get on
with developing progranis here,than
spend time restructuring the campus," he said.
Peter Ellef, a third-year horticulture major, said Hutchinson an- 4
swered the forum questions well.
"But it looks like someone's
going to be very happy with his
(Hutchinson's)decisions,and someone's going to be hurt," he said.
Hutchinson's next forums are
scheduled as follows:
•April 17 at 4 p.m.in the Damn
Yankee, Memorial union.
•Apri121 at 10
in the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•April 24 at 11 a.m.in the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Because of time constraints this
semester,town meetings will begin
next fall semester.
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WorldBriefs
•Communist rebels

At least 28 killed in battle near
mountain tourist center

•Communist rebels ambush army patrol, killin
g 28
• WW II Pro-Nazi leader's trial dismissed by cou
rt
• Nelson, Winnie Mandela to separate
•Appeals court

Court dismisses case against
WWII Pro-Nazi militant leader

MANILA,Philippines(AP)— Com
munist rebels ambushed an army
patrol in
a mountain tourist center that had
PARIS (AP) — An appeals court rule Mon
been declared a cease-fire zone, the
d
day that former pro-Nazi militia
military said
Monday. At least 19 soldiers and nine
lead
er Paul Touvier cannot be tried for crimes agai
guerrillas died in the day-long battl
nst humanity, outraging Jewish
e.
The Sagada resort district, about 170
leaders and Holocaust survivors who ques
miles north of Manila, is popular with
tion
Fran
ed
ce's willingness to face its
European collaborationist past.
and Australian tourists, although the
U.S. Embassy has advised American
s
to
stay
away.
American Protestant missionaries have
Touvier, a Frenchman, was the righ hand
worked in the area for nearly a cent
t
man of Klaus Barbie, the Gestapo chief
ury.
in
There were no reports that tourists
Lyon. Barbie is the only person tried
in France for crimes against humanity.
or foreigners were injured in Sunday's
battle. The
dead included Lt. Jose Bandong, who
The
77-y
earold Touvier evaded justice for years with the
called in artillery fire to cover the retre
help of Roman Catholic
at of soldiers, officials and was arre
the military said.
sted in 1989 at St. Francis Priory in Nice. He was
released on bail last
The military said troops were sent
July and reportedly suffers from prostate
to the Sagada area to investigate
cancer.
repo
rts
of
rebel
activity. The patrol was ambushed
Former Premier Laurent Fabius, who head
about 2 1/2 miles from the center of
s the governing Socialist Party,erupted with
town, Brig. Gen. emotion in a radi
Emiliano Templo said.
o interview, comparing Touvier to "filth."
He said 19 soldiers were killed and
Touvier's lawyer, Jacques Tremolet de Vill
about 20 were wounded. He said bodi
ers, said he was overjoyed with the ruling.
es of nine rebels
were found.
The attorney general's office said
Ovould appeal the ruling to Fran
ce's
highest court.
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•Explosion

WoridDigest

Car bomb kills four
CALLAO, Peru (AP) — A van
loaded with
dynamite exploded near the city's
main police sta
tion before dawn Monday, ripping
the front off an
adjacent apartment building and kill
ing four people
and wounding 14, police said.
The bombing in Callao, Lima's
port, was believed
carried out by Shining Path guerrillas.
It was one ofthe most
destructive bombings in the Maoi
st group's 12-year-old
insurgency, in which more than 25,0
00 people have died.
Witnesses said the van was parked abou
t 30 feet from the
station when it exploded about 3 a.m.,
littering the street with
jagged chunks of brick and plaster,
and the wreckage of a
dozen cars. Windows were shattered
up to a half-mile away.

3

•United Nations

Council seeks protection
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Pres
ident Najibullah on Monday urged the Afgh
an armed forces
to protect a U.N.-sponsored transitional
council that
will succeed him.
In a speech at the Defense Ministry, Naji
bullah called on
military commanders to support the Unit
ed Nations' efforts
to end the civil war and to help a
proposed 15-member
council restore peace.
Earlier, the governor of Kabul province
said the armed
forces were ready to defend the U.N.-spo
nsored council that
would eventually hand over power to an
interim government.
The pledge by Karim Baha, a former
head of the secret
police, could ease fears the council
and the interim government would be vulnerable to attacks
by Muslim guerrillas,
who have waged a 13-year-old war agai
nst the communiststyle leadership in Kabul.

4

•Marital problems

Mandelas to separate
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP
)— A
shaken Nelson Mandela said Monday
he was separating from his wife Winnie, but insisted
the move
was not linked to charges she lied abou
t kidnapping and
beating four black youths.
The African National Congress presiden
t did not say
why he was living apart from his wife of
33 years. ANC
officials had been pushing for the separati
on, fearing controversy over Mrs. Mandela could damang
e its efforts to
become South Africa's first black governme
nt.
There was no immediate response from Mrs.
Mandela..
ANC officials would not say if she would stay
on as the
ANC's social welfare director and reta
in her seat on the
national executive board.
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•Assasination

•Safety precautions

Nagorno-Karabakh
Explosiv
parliament leader killed Mount es used to slow
Etna's lava into
while walking
mountainside village

MOSCOW (AP) — Gunmen killed
the chairman ofthe Nagorno-Karabakh parliame
nt Tuesday
as he walked through the capital of the
disputed
enclave, an official said.
No one immediately claimed responsibili
ty for the attack, but Artur Mkrtchyan was consider
ed by Azerbaijan to
be an obstacle to a proposed internationa
l peace conference
to end the 4-year-old ciVil war.
Mkrtchyan,33, was gunned down whil
e he and his wife
walked toward their home in Stepanakert,
said Armen Isagulov, the head of the Nagorno-Karabakh
Interior Ministry.
The assailants were not caught, Isagulov
said.
The killing came as violence intensif
ied in and around
Nagorno-Karabakh.
Azerbaijanis shelled the enclave's capi ,
tal, and Armenian officials in the besieged city warned
that poor sanitary
conditions could cause an epidemic,
a news agency said.
The ITAR-Tass agency also said Armenian
forces shelled
Azerbaijani villages in the region's Kaz
akh and Tauz districts. It said several villages were burned,
dozens of people
killed and more than 100 people were wounde
d during three
days of fighting in those areas.
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ZAFFERANA ETNEA,Sicily
(AP)— Military
experts blasted a lava stream
on Mount Etna with
explosives Monday and U.S.
Marine helicopters
dropped huge concrete bloc
ks into the stream to slow its
advance on this mountainside
village.
Crews hope the steaming blac
k lava will cool and solidify
if it's slowed.Earthen barr
iers on the edge ofZafferana Etnea
have so far failed to redi
rect the flow from this village of
7,000. Lava reached the
edge of town on Sunday.
Demolition specialists have
used more than 1,300 pounds
of TNT and other expl
osives to blast away a tunnel of
hardened lava that has
channeled the molten flow toward
this village, about 100
miles southeast of Palermo.
Demolition specialists blas
ted the tunnel first at a point
6,435 feet high on the
volcano, near the crater spilling
the
lava. The second attempt
was at a point near the village.
The helicopters dropped
five 10,000-pound concrete
blocks into the lava stre
am close to the volcano's snow
covered top, aiming to
split the main lava stre
am
into
smaller rivulets that can
cool and harden.
Earth-moving equipmen
t strengthened a 40-foot-hi
gh
barrier about a half-mile
from the village.
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•Guest Advice Column

Sex Matters

•UN-Iraq

Iraq destroys nweapons center

With Dr. Bernie Zilbergeld

Q:Is it common for a male to ejaculate bating, the
differences largely disappear.
prematurely? Male,Sophomore
The problem in partner sex for women is
A: Premature ejaculation effects mil- that they often
aren't getting the kind of
lions of American males, but it is most psychological and
physical stimulation they
common among young men between the require. When
women do get the kind of
ages of 15-25.
stimulation they need, they usually can be
There are a number of solutions. Some orgasmic as quickly
and as easily as they
young men find on their own that if they are, want.
soon after ejaculation, able to have another
One thing that concerns me about your
erection which lasts longer; they may have question is the
implied value placed on
two or three orgasms during one sexual quickness of orgasm.
In making love the
encounter. Another solution is the exercise prize is not always,
or even often, to the
offered by sex therapists which is outlined in quickest.
Chapter 14 of my book, Male Sexuality: A
Guidefor Sexual Fulfillment.
Q: What's the highest number of orgasmsfor a male in one night? Male,Junior
Q: Does a man experience physical
A: I don't know the answer to this quespain if he does not ejaculate while being tion, but the question itselfconcern
s me.Sex
sexually aroused? Female,Junior
is not and should not be like the Olympics.
A: Over the years millions of young men Worrying about performance can
lead to
have used this argument to persuade young sexual problems.
Dr. Bernie Zilbergeld. (File photo.)
women to have sex with them. There can be
discomfort for a man who is aroused and
Q: Do men have a bigger sex drive the University of
Maine April 16 at 7:00 in
does not ejaculate and rarely there is the pain than women? Male, First Year
the Damn Yankee. Zilbergeld, a clinical
referred to as"Lover's Nuts"or"Blue Balls."
A: Definitely not. Sexual drive in men psychologist, is
a practicing psychotheraA man does not require anything from and women seems to be normally distribut
- pist, author and lecturer based in Oakland,
the woman to relieve his discomfort. He can ed. Some men and some women
have high California. His book Male Sexuality has
take matters in hand himself or just stop sexual appetites and some men
and some become the standard textfor sex therapists
doing whatever is causing the arousal. In women have very little interest in
the whole and clients alike. His latest book, The New
general, the discomfort will subside after a subject.
Male Sexuality will be published in June by
short period of time.
Bantum. He has published articles in proQ: Can a man fake'. an orgasm? Fe- fessional journals
and popular magazines
Q: Why do men reach orgasm more male, Sophomore
(Psychology Today,Redbook,Ladies Home
quickly,more often,and more easily than
A: Yes, and many men do, for the same Journal). Dr. Zilberge
ld lectures widely on
women? Female,Senior
reasons women fake orgasms — they don't sexual and relation
ship
issues and is wellA: Generally, men are more quickly and know how else to stop the sexual event
and knownfor his entertaining and informative
more easily orgasmic only in sex with a please their partner.
approach. He has made numerous media
partner.
appearances.including Donahue, Today and
If we compare men and women masturDr. Bernie Zilbergeld will be speaking at Oprah Winfrey.

By Roland Prinz
Associated Press Writer
VIENNA,Austria(AP)— Iraqis supervised by U.N. experts used explosives to
destroy a building believed to be the core of
Iraq's atomic weapons program,an International Atomic Energy Agency official said
Tuesday.
"The first building of ultimately ten has
been partially demolished by two or three
charges we laid yesterday," agency spokesman David Kyd said ofthe mission at the AlAtheer nuclear complex.
Demolition efforts focused Monday on
an 18,000-square-yard metallurgical building in the complex of scores of buildings on
the Euphrates River,40 miles southwest of
Baghdad.
Most of the other buildings are much
smaller.
Kyd said by telephone that some of the
bunkers used for explosives testing would
be filled with concrete to render them
harmless.
He said it would be impractical to demolish them, as they are made of thick
reinforced concrete.
"We also have demolished equipment
— furnaces, machine-tools and isostatic
presses for shaping highly explosive charges for warheads — and about 90 percent of
that work is finished," he said.
But, Kyd said, "We still have a long
way to go."
He said destruction may not even be
completed during the next agency mission
to Iraq, probably at the beginning of May.

HOLY WEEK AT THE NEWMAN CENTER
Wednesday:
Daily Mass 4:45pm

Holy Saturday:

Holy Thursday:
Celebration of the Lord's Supper 7pm

Good Friday:
Ecumenical Service in front of the Library Noon
Way of the Cross 3pm
Celebration of the Passion and Death of Christ 7pm

Easter Vigil
Celebration of the Easter Sacraments 8pm

EASTER SUNDAY

Masses at the Newman Center 9:30am, 11:30am & 6 151)111

These Holy Days in the life of a Christian offer us the opportunity to deepen our faith, rene
experience the great love of our God. We look forward to sharing these special Liturg w our hope and
ies with you.
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TON.—
House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for

r

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for

$4.99

$8.99

Eat In or Take Out

Eat In or Take out

L.
1ivelL5Oftaeir
praleL
.
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•Healthspeak

•Terrorism

Nationalized health care for the US discussed Irish group
claims
soldier's death

By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer

field of health care, it is fitting that orga- not
getting the care they need. They are the
nized nursing takes a leadership role in future
of America."
creating a new health care system," she
This
would include prenatal care for
Universal health care from a nursing said.
pregnant women. Currently, low income
perspective was the topic of yesterday's
An agenda for health care reform was set women
cannot receive funds for prenatal
Healthspeak lecture.
DERBY,England(AP)— An Irish group
up at ANA's national conference. It calls for care;
the baby is only cared for after birth.
Dr. Lee Acord, director and associate a core
oppos
ed to British rule in Northern Ireland
of health services for"every person in Acord said
many problems treated after
professor of the University of Maine School the
Tuesday claimed responsibility for killing a
United States, regardless of income or birth could
be prevented with proper preof Nursing, led a discussion on the impor- existi
soldier who worked in an army recruiting
ng health condition," including citi- natal care.
tance of a national health care system.
office.
zens and residents.
"Nursing doesn't have all the answers,
"The current system just isn't working,"
Royal Signals Sgt. Michael Newman,
The ANA calls for more emphasis on but
we have some important ideas," she
Acord said. "It doesn't ensure timely, cost qualit
34, died in a hospital hours after being shot
y and limited costs, and especially on said.
in the head Monday night,said police in this
Among the people attending the discuscity
125 miles northwest of London.
sion was Susan Hamlett, a Canadian citizen
The
Irish National Liberation Army made
living in the United States.
the claim of responsibility in telephone calls
She described the Canadian systems'
strengths and made comparisons to the to the British Broadcasting Corp.and Downtown Radio in Belfast. It used a recognized
U.S.'.
code
word in one of the calls.
"The strength of the Canadian system is
The
killing follows two bombings in
that what I am entitled to, everyone else is
Londo
on
n
Friday and Saturday. The Irish
too." Hamlett said. "No one can buy better
Repub
lic
Army
said it set off a bomb in the
health care than anyone else.
"It's not perfect.there are problems with capital's financial district, killing three peoit, but it works. You have the opportunity ple, wounding 91 and causing $1.7 billion in
here to create a system that is even better," damage.
effective health care for all people."
prevention of health problems.
In the attack Monday evening, the solHamlett said.
She said 37 million Americans cannot
"The emphasis should not be on taking
dier
had left the army office and was walkShe discussed many of the problems in
afford health insurance,and another 30 mil- care
ofthe problem after you already have it, the
ing
to
his car when two men ran up,shot him
U.S. system and explained how they are
lion are under-insured.
but preventing the problem in the first place," avoid
once
in
the head with a handgun and then
ed in Canada.
"It is estimated that by the year 2000 we Acord
said.
fled,
Derby
police said.
Hamlett said malpractice insurance,
could be spending $2.7 trillion a year on
She said the ANA realizes the United admin
Dozen
s
shoppers witnessed the shootof
istrative costs and extremely high
health care," Acord said. "In the last 12 States
must go through a transition period doctor's
ing.
salaries cause many of our probhours the world spent $1 billion on health
before changing to a public system,and that lems.
Irish groups have previously used guns
care."
change won't happen overnight. The ANA
and
car and parcel bombs to target military'
"Physicians in Canada still make a lot of
Acord is a member of the American wants to
begin with health care for all chil- money,but
career
s and information offices, killing one
not the absurd amount that many
Nurses Association. She discussed many of dren.
recrui
ting
sergeant and wounding 11.
make here," Hamlett said.
the ideas the ANA has for creating a national
"You can't change everything at once,"
The
IRA
bombed the Derby recruiting
"The best thing is that no one person's
health care program.
Acord said.
office in 1990,causing damage but no injulife
or
health
is
more valuable than any
"Since nurses are everywhere, in every
"However, we know that children are others
ries.
," she said.

"The current system just isn't working. It
doesn't ensure timely, cost-effective health car
e
for all people."
—Dr.Lee Acord, director and associate
professor ofthe UMaine school of nursing

ON-CAMPUS
POSITION
AVAILABLE

(Roc)
with Residents on Campus

Available Position:

Vice-President
of Financial Affairs
For more information and applications,
stop by the ROC office, 3rd floor,
Memorial Union, or call 581-1760.
Applications are due Monday, April 20th.

If you plan to attend
Commencement
Ceremonies on May 9, and
have not

turned in an Applicationfor
Degree form,
please stop by the Office
of the Registrar,
Wingate Hall—immedia
tely!

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, April

15, 1992
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•Performance

Russian jazz

Opera workshop to highlight
comic,tragic conditions
By Kristi Hallowell

Staff Writer
Lord Hall will be the site of some rare
performances tonight when students in the
University of Maine Opera Workshop perform several operatic scenes.
The performance will be in room 120 at
7:30 p.m and will be free to the public.
'The workshop is a good way to learn
through experience," Brent Murray,a sophomore vocal performance major, said.
Opera may usually be associated with
large women in Viking garb, but these performers shatter that myth.
"Don't be fooled. You can understand
it," Sherry Bordeau, a sophomore music
education major, said.
The dialogue is meaningful,but the main
point of this performance is entertainment.
"The performance isn'tjust for the message," Bordeau said.
The scenes vary from heavy drama to
light comedy.
One ofthe scenes,from the opera Consul
is about a woman trying to get out of her
oppressive country.The music and power of
the singers' voices convey the fear and desperation expressed in the scene.
At the opposite end of the spectrum is a

scene from The Marriage of Figarao. This
opera is a comedy, expressing its humor
through a series of mishaps.
The story is the marriage of Figaro to
Susannah, but the count who owns Figaro's
land wants Susannah.Under the Right ofthe
First Knight the count can take her for his
own.
"This opera expresses the playwrite's
advocacy for democracy," Nancy Ogle,the
workshop's director said."The play the opera is based on was banned because of its
political content."
With opera,the actors get a chance to try
their hand at a dying art form. At the same
time they get to learn more about performing in general.
David Golostchokin, of Leningrad, plays at the Damn Yankee Monda
y night
—The hardest part of acting in a comedy
to kick off Russian/American Jazz Week. Considered one
of the best jazz
is to keep from laughing," Bordeau said.
musicians by Soviet critics, Golostchokin has appeared
on "The Tonight
"When the audience starts laughing you
Show" and "Good Morning America."(Adams photo.)
know it's funny and it's hard to stay in
character."
The workshop will be doing three scenes •Research
from Figaro and one from Consul. They
also plan to do scenes from The Yeoman.
Murray said one of the scenes from Fidel()
will be performed in German.
"Opera is an acquired taste, but if you
NEW YORK (AP) — A federal report and controlled by scientists and federal
give it a chance you will walk away with
agensays DNA fingerprinting should not be al- cies that have no stake in
something." Bordeau said.
the method's
lowed in court until laboratory standards success.
have been tightened and a firmer scientific
DNA fingerprinting allows a person to be
basis for the method is established,The New identified from the tiniest scrap of
body tissue
York Times said Tuesday.
at the scene of the crime. It relies on the fact
The report by the National Academy of that each person's genetic makeup is
unique.
Sciences says the genetic technique for idenSince the late 1980s,DNA evidence has
tifying criminal suspects must be regulated been used in hundreds of cases.

rt says DNA fingerprinting
needs to be regulated

What I'd like is the chance to prove
that being rich won't make me happy.
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WorldNews
•Russian politics

15, 1992

• Yeltsin and Russian Parliament reach compromise
• Northern Europe hit by earthquake Monday
morning
• World Court rejects Libya's appeal to avoid
sanctions

Yeltsin compromises with Parliame

By Bryan Brumbley
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) — Russian Pres
ident
Boris Yeltsin Tuesday reached a
compromise with the Communist-domin
ated parliament that aides say will allow
him to
continue his free-market reforms.
The Russian Congress of People's
Deputies voted 530-236, with 67 abstenti
ons,in
favor of a resolution that would allo
w Yeltsin to retain his sweeping powers
and remain as prime minister for at leas
t three
months.
"On the whole, I think this doc
ument

would allow the executive branch to
carry
out further reforms," said Finance Mini
ster
Yegor Gaidar, architect of Yeltsin'
s economic policy.
The parliament session had been cau
ght
up in disputes between pro-Yeltsin fact
ions
and lawmakers seeking to trim Yelt
sin's
powers.
On Monday, the Cabinet announced
its
resignation and stormed out of parl
iament,
claiming attempts to trim Yeltsin's
powers
would cripple reforms, raise inflatio
n and
block Russia's entry into the world
marketplace.
The resolution, which could be ame
nded

nt over reforms

when it faces a second reading Wednesday,
broke an impasse that began when the congress opened April 6.
Most of the 1,046 lawmakers are former
Communists and are hostile to market reforms.
For more than a week, Yeltsin's backers
and opponents have been trading insults and
teetering on the edge of the most serious
political crisis since the collapse of the Soviet Union in December.
Passage of the compromise came after
U.S. Treasury Secretary Nicholas Bra
dy
met with Gaidar and said lawmakers wer
e
jeopardizing a $24 billion aid package
by

taking "steps backwards in gene
rating...
world confidence."
Yeltsin has told his Cabinet to keep
working at least until the end of the
congress,
tentatively scheduled for Saturday
.He would
then consider their resignations.
Earlier Tuesday,Yeltsin's backers
failed
to win condemnation ofthe parliame
nt speaker, who derided the Cabinet after its
resignations.
Members of the pro-Yeltsin
"Democratic Russia" movement also beg
an circulating a petition demanding a ref
erendum on
prolonging the Russian presiden
t's decreemaking powers.

•Natural disaster

Germany, Netherlands hit by rare ea

By Maud S. Beelmen
Associated Press Writer

Readings of the quake's magnitude
varied from 5.4 at the U.S. Seismologica
l Center in Boulder. Colo., to 6.3 at
Germany's
HEINSBERG,Germany(AP)—
A rare Seismological Central
Observatory in Erand powerful earthquake rousted
people from langen, said Mike
Weber, a scientist at the
their beds early Monday,injuring
more than German institute.
45 in Germany and the Nether
lands and
"My first impression was not that
knocking a stone cross from
it was
the top of an earthquake,"said
Heinz Hermanns,standCologne's Gothic cathedral.
ing by a heap of bricks that fell fro
m his 100In Bonn, officials said a 79-year
-old year-old house in Heinsb
erg. "It's an old
woman died ofa heart attack that
they attrib- house. I thought the
roof had collapsed."
uted to the quake.
The epicenter of the 3:21 a.m.qua
ke was

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

rthquake Monday

near the Dutch town of Roermond,said
Hein
Haak of the Royal Dutch Weather Inst
itute.
A nuclear power reactor in German
y's
Hesse state was shut down as a prec
autionary measure, officials said. No dam
age was
reported at the Biblis nuclear pow
er complex near Worms.
Police in Germany said 31 people
were
injured, while 15 were reported
hurt in the
Netherlands, most after running
in the street
and being hit by bricks and roo
f tiles.
A nearly half-ton stone cross
atop the

Blueberry Pancake Breakf

ast

The Wilson Center is havi
ng a breakfast Easter
Sunday from 9:30-11:30 am
.($2.00 Donation)
Worship Service is at
will be followed by a light5:00 pm Easter Sunday and
pper.
Join us at the Wilson Cesu
67 College Ave. 866-4227. nter, the A-Frame

I
/
Kaplan makes test prep con
venient.
I With 150 centers an tho
usands of class schedules, the
odds are we'll be ready to teac
h when and where you
need us to be there.

Iv

Kaplan helps you manage
your
Diagnostic tests and personalized time.
counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks earl
y on, before they hurt
your performance.
Kaplan offers the best value.
Our courses are competitively pric
ed
complete preparation that has help and offer the
ed
into the school of their choice than more students get
anyone else.
Kaplan is the industry lead
er.
53 years of experience and 2 mill
ion graduates prove
we've got the expertise and reso
urces it takes to help
students succeed.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Kaplan Test Prep
VI The Answer

0) 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educ
ational Center Ltd.

Cologne Cathedral plunged throug
h the roof
of the 13th century landmark church
, but no
one was injured.
In Herkenbosch, a village just outs
ide
Roermond that appeared to be the
hardest hit
in the Netherlands, police spokes
man Harry
Clabbers said a medieval church
was on the
verge of collapse.
Heinsberg appeared to have the
most
quake-related injuries —25,thre
e of whom
were hospitalized, said police
spokesman
Juergen Tornalla.

TRAIL

The Student Academic
Conference Travel Fund for
Undergraduate Students will
hold its third competition
of the academic year. This
fund serves undergraduat
e
students who need financial
assistance for travel to
meetings/conferences
of an academic nature
.
Applications must be
submitted to the Office of
Academic Affairs (209 Alumni
Hall) by Friday, May 1, 19
92.
Money will be awarded for
travel taking place betwee
n
May 2, 1992 and Octobe
r 4,
1993. Applications can
he
obtained at the Office of
Academic Affairs, 209
Alumni Hall, x1547

•
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•Royal problems

7

•Libya

British royal family torn World Court rejects Libyan
by divorce, separation objection to sanctions
LONDON (AP) — Princess Anne has
filed for divorce and Prince Andrew is facing a separation — private marital miseries
that arouse public sympathy for Queen Elizabeth II and her children.
Only a generation ago a royal divorce
would have rocked the monarchy.
But with the 1978 divorce of the queen's
sister Princess Margaret, the royals joined
the 20th century's statistics of the broken
family.
Margaret was granted her divorce from
Lord Snowdon with surprisingly little controversy. It was an astonishing change in
attitudes from 1954, when she wished to
marry a divorced man — Peter Townsend.
The archbishop of Canterbury joined in that
debate, which raged for months before Margaret finally gave up the idea.
But now Anne can divorce Mark Phillips, her husband of 18 years. Andrew and his
wife Sarah can plan a legal separation. Sadness has replaced scandal.
For the monarch, the temporal head of
the Church of England, divorce remains
unthinkable.
It was not always so.
Henry VIII set a royal marriage record
unlikely to be equaled. He divorced his first
wife in 1534, breaking with the Roman
Catholic Church in the process and setting
himself up as head of a Protestant Church of
England.
In his pursuit of a male heir, Henry
remarried five times. Wife two,Anne Boleyn
and wife five, Catherine Howard, were be-

headed on charges of adultery.
Wife three, Jane Seymour,died 12 days
after bearing Henry's only son,Edward VI,
who was nine when he inherited the throne
and died of tuberculosis six years later.
Henry's last wife, Catherine Parr, outlived him.
It was 250 years before the royal family
found itself again in such marital turmoils,
with George Augustus Frederick, Prince of
Wales and eldest son of King George III.
A dandy,a spendthrift and something of
a charmer, the prince flung himself into a
series of passionate amours from the age of
17. In 1784 he pursued the twice-widowed
Roman Catholic Maria Fitzherbert, and in
the face of her unyielding virtue, secretly
married her.
The marriage was illegal because heirs
to the throne were not allowed to marry
Catholics. So when the prince's debts became intolerable he felt free to shore up his
financial position by marrying Princess Caroline of Brunswick, his coarse but jolly
German cousin, whom he had never met.
They were married April 8, 1795, the
prince heavily fortified with drink, and on
Jan. 7, 1796 had a daughter Charlotte. They
separated the same year.
George carried on his affairs, turning
public opinion in favor of his wife. In 1820
he tried to dissolve the marriage by accusing
her of adultery, but the case was abandoned.
During the 64-year reign of George's
niece Victoria, the royal family achieved
rock-solid respectability.

By Abner Katzman

Libya put forth an eleventh hour proposal
Monday aimed at forestalling the U.N. sanctions. It offered through the Arab League to
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) — have the Flight 103 suspects tried in Malta,
a
The World Court Tuesday rejected Lib- Mediterranean island nation with close ties
to
ya's appeal to ban U.S. and British mili- Tripoli but diplomats said the Security Countary or economic action to force it to cil waiunlikely to accept the proposal.
surrender two suspects in the bombing of
The president of the court, Shigeru
Pan Am Flight 103.
Oda of Japan,said the Flight 103 case was
The decision came in two parallel cases already being dealt with sufficiently by
brought by Libya in an apparent attempt to the Security Council, which he said took
head off the imposition of U.N. Security precedence.
Council sanctions on Wednesday.
Oda said the court voted 11-5 in both of
Libya could not take the Security Coun- Libya's cases, finding that a 1971 internacil to the U.N.court, which only hears cases tional convention governing civil aviation
between sovereign nations, so it filed ap- did not mandate the protections sought by
peals aimed at the United States and Britain. Gadhafi.
The two Western powers are trying to
Libya's Belgian lawyer, Jean Salmon,
force Col. Moammar Gadhafi's government said: "This ruling places the Security Counto give up two suspected Libyan intelli- cil above the World Court. It's a very sad
gence agents indicted in the 1988 bombing ruling; it's the Security Council at work."
of the Pan Am jumbo jet over Lockerbie,
Although the court refused to block milScotland. The bombing killed 270 people. itary action by the United States and Britain,
The World Court issued its ruling after neither was expected to take such action.
Associated Press Writer

Buy any small Pizza and get the second

Pizza for a Buck!*
(and we deliver, too)

Pizza Villa167

Center St.

Old Town • 827-6460

L 'Of equal or

(ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE POST OFFICE.)

lesser value, up to 3 toppings, one coupon per order, not to be, etc., etc..
--J

Dr. Noam Avram

Chomsky
Dr. Chomsky, esteemed Professor

ofModern Languages and Linguistics,
will be receiving the Honorary Doctor
ofHumane Letters Degree, and presenting

Force and Opinion:
the New World Order
at Home and Abroad
April]5, 1992, 4 PM
Maine Centerfor the Arts

Presented by the University ofMaine
and The Distinguished Lecture Series
ofthe Cultural Affairs Committee

"THE MOVE"
The Real Life Seminar Series, sponsored by The Alumni
Association and the Career Center, completes this year's
offerings with "The Move". This unique presentation brings
knowledgeable people from several areas of the University
together to provide tips on making the move from Orono as
painless as possible.

•Cathy Marquez '85, Maine Mentor Program
*Maxine Harrow, College of Education
'Kathy Dufour, Student Legal Services
*Scott Pelletier, Credit Union
*Polly Karris '71, Employee Assistance Program

When: Wednesday, April 15th
6:00-7:30 pm
Where: The Damn Yankee
Why: Its Your Future!
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NationaNews

• New Jersey residents still uneasy after rapist's arrest
• Anti-nuclear activist takes stage during Reagan's speech
• Chicago struggling with overflowing river, flooding

•Crime

Fear of murderer ofwomen spreading despite arrest
By Joseph Ness

Associated Press Writer
EAST ORANGE, N.J.(AP)— The arrest ofa paroled rapist whom authorities
say
confessed to murdering five women has
failed to calm residents' fears.
Instead, the unsolved slayings of two
other women have given rise to a skept
ical
refrain heard Monday across this gritty
,
working-class town of 73,000 outside
of
Newark — "I hope they got the right guy."
Jerome Dennis, 25, of East Orange was
arraigned Monday on charges of murdering
five women and attempting to murder two
others. He also was charged with sexually
assaulting three of the slaying victims.

Dennis, who covered his face with his
hands throughout his court appearance, was
jailed on $2 million bail.
Prosecutors refused to give a motive or
say what led them to Dennis.
The slayings — four of which were discovered since Friday — had terrorized residents and led to accusations that police
aren't doing their job.
Dennis was paroled Nov. 19 after serving 10 years for three rapes and had been in
prison since he was 14. Arrested at his
home Sunday, he confessed to five slayings,said Assistant Essex County Prosecutor Norman Menz.
But more than 200 residents who packed
a City Council meeting Monday night

showed more skepticism than satisfaction.
"Tell me — how do you know it is the
right guy?" asked Marvin Wilson."We just
can't be happy with the first one you get."
Belinda Jackson asked, "The question
is, are we going to receive the appropriate
protection that we deserve?"
The five slaying victims were strangled,
stabbed or bludgeoned. The four identified
so far were East Orange residents. They
ranged in age from 16 to 41. Police said the
only common thread was they were all black,
as is Dennis.
Four of the bodies were found within a
block of each Friday and Saturday near an
intersection. The fifth slaying was of an East
Orange woman whose body was discovered

Dec. 16 at a abandoned housing complex
in
Newark, police said.
Dennis wasn't charged with the killings
of two women whose bodies were found
in
the basement of an East Orange building,
one in August and the other last week. He
was in prison when at least one of those
killings occurred.
Authorities didn't say when the other
woman was slain or why Dennis wasn'
t
charged in her death.
On Monday, Mayor Cardell Cooper
pleaded with residents to help fight crime.
"It's a tragedy but it's an opportunity to
band together," he said."Your eyes and ears
are the eyes and ears of our city. Help the
police."

•Protest

Wily

Band

April 17th 9pm - lam
Damn Yankee
cash bar with ID
sponsored by Asian and Native American

Club

Battle of the (6) Bands
and

11115•BENEHT•BOSH
BIG is
T
R
A
C
ER
FUN
April 21st(Maine Day Eve).4pm - midnight • Free

Sponsored by WKIT • Pepsi • Pizza Hut • ROC • SEA

Reagan startled
by anti-nuke
protestor
LAS VEGAS(AP)— Former President
Reagan wisecracked,"Was that a Democrat
by chance?" after an anti-nuclear activist
rushed the stage during a speech and smashed
a crystal statue. Reagan was hit by flying
glass but wasn't hurt.
Secret Service agents tackled the man
Monday before he could take the microphone
.
A witness said the man had walked up
stairs on the side of the stage. A Secret
Service spokesman said he didn't know
how the man got past agents.
Reagan,81, was hustled offthe stage but
returned to finish his luncheon address
to
the National Association of Broadcasters,
which had given him its Distinguished
Service Award and presented him with the
2foot crystal statue.
He drew laughter as he asked,"Was that
a Democrat by chance?"
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•Helmsley trial

Lawyer says Helmsley could be target ofabuse in jail
By Paul Geitner

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— Hotel queen Leona Helmsley could become the target of
abuse behind bars because of her status as a
"vastly wealthy New York Jew," her lawyer
argued in trying to keep hci out ofjail.
Mrs. Helmsley, who at 71 maintains she
is too sick to go tojail, was granted a hearing
before the 2nd U.S.Circuit Courtof Appeals
on her request to do community service
instead. The court was to hear her appeal
Tuesday.
In a unanimous decision, the 2nd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said a lower court
judge"did not abuse his discretion" when he
denied Mrs. Helmsley's appeal of her sen-

tence. The appeals court added that her
sentence should be carried out immediately,
meaning she must report to prison on
Wednesday — tax day.
Earlier Tuesday, her lawyers had argued
that the former hotel queen's sentence may
have been fair when imposed in 1989, but
the "dramatic change" in her health since
then has turned it into a virtual life sentence.
Prosecutors countered that the 71-yearold hotel queen remains an active woman
and allowing her to avoid prison would
"make a mockery of the law."
"The end has come," Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark Hellerer said.
Defense attorney Alan Dershowitz had
asked the court to allow Mrs. Helmsley to do
community service work instead of going to

jail. He said U.S. District Judge Thomas Cirie- arteries and severe high blood pressure.
sa erred last month when he refused to shorten
They also maintain that separating Mrs.
or eliminate Mrs. Helmsley's jail term.
Helmsley from her ailing husband,83-year"We're arguing not that the original sen- old Harry Helmsley, would kill him as well.
tence was wrong, but that circumstances
In court papers Monday, her lawyers
have changed," Dershowitz said.
also said Mrs. Helmsley's status as "a notoMrs. Helmsley was convicted in 1989 of rious, widely reviled, vastly wealthy New
evading $1.7 million in taxes by billing York Jew" puts her at greater danger for
personal expenses,such as renovations on a "hostility and abusive treatment" by other
country house in Greenwich,Conn.,to com- inmates.
panies the Helmsleys owned.
Dershowitt also had asked the appeals
She has remained free on $25 million court to allow her to remain with her husbail, but the appeals of her conviction ran band until April 27, when the Passover holout in February when the U.S. Supreme iday is concluded.
Court refused to hear the case.
Mrs. Helmsley would have to serve at
Her lawyers have argued that the stress least a third of the prison sentence before
oflife behind bars could kill Mrs. Helmsley, becoming eligible for parole. She has paid
whose ailments include hardening of the about $8 million in fines and restitution.

•Flooding

Chicago trying to block flooding ofriver into downtown
By Michael Gougis
Associated Press Writer
CHICACTO(AP)— City workers struggled Tuesday to plug a hole in the Chicago
River's retaining wall, hoping to stop floodwaters that kept the downtown Loop virtually shut down for a second day.
Mayor Richard M. Daley said city employees knew days and possibly weeks ago
about a leak that may have cause the breach in
the wall. The break caused river water to flood
old rail tunnels and bring downtown to a halt.
"These people will be held accountable,"
Daley warned.

Workers were pouring cement into the
hole in the retaining wall this morning,
The break sent millions of gallons of water into the basements of downtown buildings on Monday,shutting power and shuttering businesses,
Despite reports late Monday that the
hole had been sealed, Dave Mosena, Daley's chief of staff, said at a morning news
briefing that some water continued to flow
into the tunnels.
"We are not out of the water by any
means," Mosena said."We have no indication that the leak is completely secured."
Thousands of people Tuesday shuffled

into a darkened, rainy Loop, where many
businesses remained closed. Policemen
directed traffic at some of the city's busiest intersections, where stop signs had
been hastily erected to replace knockedout traffic lights,
Many people may have just decided to
stay home.
"Traffic's not as heavy as usual," said
Watkiel Edwards, a supervisor for the Chicago Transit Authority.
"We have no business really — nobody's
driving in. It's less than halfof normal,"said
Jundi Jamil, manager of an outdoor parking
lot in the Loop that functioned Tuesday

without electricity.
Tens of thousands of people were evacuated Monday after the water gushed through
a breach in a tunnel below the river and
coursed through the turn-of-the-century passages once used to deliver mail, coal and
merchandise.
"We arrived in Chicago for some urban
excitement. Well, we're getting it," said
Anne DeCarlis of Gainesville, Fla., who
was honeymooning with her husband,Nick.
They had to move to another hotel from
the darkened Palmer House Hilton, where
guests wandered in the lobby, their way
lighted by fluorescent batons.

Volunteers Needed for
•

131JLTTrLtc

Set-up*
Recycling*
Security*
Breakdown & Clean-upo
Band Info Coming Soon...
For info stop by the O.C.B. office, 3rd floor Memorial Union or call 581-1840
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•Greek Week

•Embezzlement trial

Greek Week a success despite snow Attorney says

By Justin LaBarge

town had lax
procedures

Staff Writer
Unseasonable snow and cold weather became a deterrentfor this year's Greek Week,as
friendly competition and charity work exposed
the Greek spirit at the University of Maine.
'The main theme behind Greek Week is
the celebration of Greek life and doing what
we do as greeks," Inter-Fraternal Council
president Steve Urqhart said,"like community service,benefitcharities and involvement."
The event wasco-sponsored by the Panhellenic council and the Inter-Fraternal Council.
Greek Week, which this year was April 611, is a week-long festival aimed at bringing
the greek community together, as well as benefiting charities and local community services.
The festivities began Monday night with a
torch march ending at the library steps with
the lighting of the Greek Torch and a speech
by Dean William Lucy.
A blood drive for the American Red Cross
brought 350 pints of blood. The light-headed
TICE and Beta Theta Pi brothers were the
fraternity winners, while Delta Delis Delta and
Phi Mu won first and second for the sororities.
The Greek Sing, won by the Tri-Delts for
the sororities and Beta for the fraternities,
featured a TICE rendition of'Those Were the
Days' and Beta brothers singing a fraternity
song in Latin.
The TalentShow,also won by Tri-Delta and
Beta,featured live bands,choreographed danc-

ALFRED, Maine (AP) — The defense
attorney for a former Biddeford city clerk
being tried for embezzlementsuggested Tuesday that several city employees had arrpss to
cash in the clerk's office.
During the second day of Luc Angers'
trial in York County Superior Court,his attorney, Ronald Caron, questioned witnesses
about the lax accounting procedures at Biddeford City Hall.
Under aims-examination by Caron,Deputy City Clerk Claire Oliver said several City
Hall employees, including janitors, had access_to cash drawers where clerks kept daily
Michelle Carver of Alpha Omicron performs in
the Greek talent show.(How- receipts from licenses, permits and birth cerland photo.)
tificates.
Oliver said other employees had access to
ing, and a synchronized swimming routine.
temity race favors TKE,which currently holds a cash box that conta
ined up to $6,000 and
Some events,like the Community Service a nine-year
first place dynasty, Beta Theta Pi, was kept unlocked in a City
Hall vault.
event, won by T1KE and Tri-Delta, had some who is
in its first year of re-colonization, and
When asked by Caron if many people
outdoor events canceled, and all the Greek Phi
Kappa Sigma.
could have had arress to the cash drawers,
Games were wiped out because of the unexThe official results will be released today Oliver said, "Anyone
who came into the
pected snowstorm.
at the Greek's Council meetings.
building could come behind the counter."
"I don'tthink anyone expected any snow,"
Most important, the Greeks say, was to
Oliver also said several City Hall employIFC Secretary Nate Hill said.
bring their community together, as they face ees used the
cash box to cash checks, and
Final ceremonies consisted of a Saturday const
ant negative stereotyping.
deposited IOUs for cash.
night Pit party at the gym.
'The trend had always been house versus
Angers,42,of Biddeford, is charged with
Expected all-around winners for the so- house
,chapter versus chapter,"Hill said,"and embezzling more
than $5,000from Biddeford
rorities were Tri-Delta and Phi Mu. The fra- it just
can't be like that anymore."
city coffers between 1987 and February 1990.
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Sales and Marketing Opportunity

College Students, Faculty
Towing, only $18 within a ten milellidius of station.

with the nation's leader in college
marketing and media services
ellent

Financial

Rewards

Develop strong skills in sales by selling
local
advertising in Univ. of Maine schedule of
classes.
Learn managementskills and marketing strat
egies
while implementingon-campus promotions.
Flexible
hours. Great beginnings for a career in the
business
world start with a position with American
Passage
Media Corp.during the 1992-93 school year.
Contact
your career placement office to sign up
for an
interview to be held on April 20, 1992.

•Barn - 5pm weekdays•

To take advantage of this offer,
all repair work must be done at Avery's.
All semester, receive a 10% discount on labor.
Call 827-5852
Nights 827-5845
Open 7days:
M-F
Sat
Sun

5-9
6-9
7-9

3 - 4 Bedroom
Townhouse Apartments
In Orono close to campus
DRUG FREE

All major credit
cards accepted

*All work Guaranteed*
Avery's Towing St Exxon
24 hour towing anywhere
63 Main Rd. Milford, ME 04461

Important Notice
for Off-Campus Students
you looking for housing for
1992-1993?
*Tired of looking for parking?
•Do you want to be close to
classes
and campus activities?
*Are

Residential life offers a variety
of housing and meal plan
options. All include free local
dialing service and cable
TV. There is also the oppo
rtunity to sign onto the MAC
ACT program which provides
residents with a Macintosh
computer, printer, and network
and mainframe access.
For details, contact the Offi
ce of Residential Life, 103
Hilltop Commons, or call us
at 581-4583.
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THE RESURRECTION

-1E-q
or centuries many of the world's
distinguished philosophers have assaulted
Christianity as being irrational, superstitious,
and absurd. Many have chosen simply
to ignore
the central issue of the resurrection.
Others
have tried to explain it away through various
theories. But the historical evidence just can't
be discounted.
A student at the University of Uruguay said to me • • Prtifessor
McDowell.
why can't you refute Christianity?"
"For a very simple reason," I answered. -I am not able to explain away
an event in history-the resurrection of Jesus Christ."
How can we explain the empty tomb? Can it possibly he accounted for
by any natural cause
A QUESTION OF HISTORY
After more than "00 hours ot stud) mg this subtext. I have come to the
concluston that the resurrection of Jesus Christ is either one of the most
wicked. vicious, heartless hoaxes ever foisted on the minas of human
beings-ot it lathe most remarkable fact of hoods
Here are some of the facts relevant to the resurrection Pesos of Nazareth.
a Jewish prophet who claimed to be the Chou prophesal in the Jewish
Scriptures. WO arrested, Was ilrdped a ptI11111,41 criminal,41x1 was crucified
Three days after His death and burial, some women whi 'tint to Ills tomb
found the Nish gone In subsequent weeks His disciples claimed that God
had raised Him from the dead and that He appeared to then arious times
before ascending into heaven
From that foundatton. Christianity spread throughout the Roman Empire and has continued to exert great influence down through the centuries
LIVING WITNESSES
The New Testament accounts ot the resurrection a ere heing circulated
within the lifetimes of men and women allVe at the time of the resurrection Those people could certainlv day.- s onfirmed or denied the Ja cur./4,
of such accounts
The writers of the four Gospels either had themselves been witnesses
or else were relating the accounts of eyewitnesses of the at taut events In
advocating their case for the gospel, a word that means ' good news the
apostles appealed (even when confronting their most severe opponents)
to common knowledge concerning the facts of the resurrection
F F Bruce, Rylands professor of biblical criticism and exegesis at the
I'not-ratty of Manchester. says concerning the value of the New Testament
records as primary sollefel. "Had there been any tendency to depart from
the facts in any material respect, the possible presence of hostile witnesses
in the audience would have served as a further correctise •
IS THE NEW TESTAMENT RELIABLE?
Because the New Testament provides the primary historical SOUP,for
information on the resurrection, many critics during the 19th century at tacked the
of these biblical documents
By the end of the 19th century, however, archaeologk-al discoveries
had continued the accuracy of the New Testament manuscripts Discover
tea of early papyri beidned the pp between the time of Christ and existing
manuscripts front a later date
Those findings increased scholarly confidence in the rel=tof the
Bible William F Albright, who in his day was the world's f
bask
cal archaeologist. mid We can already say emphatically that there is no
longer my solid basis for dating my book of the New Testament after about
A.0 110, two full generations before the date between I SO and ISO given
by the MOM radical New Testament critics of teday "
Ctelneldlng
with the papyn
discoveries, an
abundant: of
other manuscripts came to
1
light(over 24.6T
I.
/ait
„to
•
000 copies of
early
New
Testament
manuscripts
are known to
eele
lanai ii visa WV 1411 Teal LAM
RAW
be in existence
Tata an 11110.1110 MOM 'is !Mei Mat eli dsl uSIOW unsetrt
today)
The
Val UP nil Pans
historian Luke
wrote of "authentic evidence- concerning the resurrecnon Sir IFiULam
Ramsay, who spent IS years attempting to undermine Luke's credentials
as a historian, and to refute the reliability of the New Testament (dulls
concluded_ "Luke is a historian of the first rank
This author should
be plated along with the very greatest I if historians •

, .

-

-•

BACKGROUND
The New Testamen1 witnesses were hilly aware of the hat kground
against which the resurression took place The body ofJesus. in accordance
with Jewish burial a usturn. was wrapped in a linen chub About 100 pounds
of aromatic spices mixed together to form a gurnms substana c. were ap
plied to the wrappings oh cloth about the body

I

claim to be an historian. My approach to
Classics

is

historical. And I tell you that the

evidence for the life, the death, and the
resurrection of Christ is better authenticated
than most of the facts of ancient history ...
a 0. 141aNksch
royetwur a turn
Smalaml easystury
Slier the body WWI placed tit a solid rock tomls. an extremely large mine
was rolled against the entrance of the tomb Large stones weighing appros
imaiels two LOOS Were normally rolled its, means ot levers> against a tollth
mousse
A Roman guard if strictly disciplined lighting men was stationed to Ruud
the tomb Thi, guard affixed on the tomb the Roman seal which was rneant
to prevent any ettellIpr at varsdalazusg the sepulcher Anyone trying to move
the Stifle from t he tomb's entrance would have broken the seat and thus
Ink urrzd the wrath of Roman law
Silt three days later the limits was enlptv The followers of Jesus said
He hzd risen front the lie Ali hey reph-ted that He appeared to theim dur
tug a period of 40 days. showmg Himself to them by many "Infallible
proofs." Paul the spastic recounted that less. appeared to more than S00
of His followers at one time, the maturity of schism were still Ali, ratiO who
could confirm what Paul wrote
So many security precautions were taken with the trial, crucifixion, hu
rial, entombment, sealing, and guarding of Christ's tomb that it becomes
very difficult for critics to defend their politikus that (heist did not rise from
the dead Consider these facts
FACT 01: BROKEN ROMAN SEAL
As we have said, the first obvious fact was the breaking of the seal that
stood for the power and authority of the ROfIlarl Empire The consequences
of breaking the seal were extremely severe The FBI and CIA of the Roman
Empire Were called into action lofted the man Or men who were responsible If they were apprehended. It meant elltOrtlatIr ext,U11011 by crucifixion upside down People feared the breaking of the seal lents disciples
displayed signs id cowardice when they hid themselves Peter, one of these
disciples. went out OKI denied Christ three WINS

FACT 52, EMPTY TOMB
As we have already discussed another Otl• It,uus las t alter the resurre,
non was the entpty tomb The disciples of i heist dud nit go on to Athens
or Rome to preach that (_ host Was raised from the dead Rather, them went
right back to the city of Jerusalem where, if what they were teaching was
false, the falsity would be evident The empty IONIA SY as is, notorious
to he denied Paul Althaus states that the resurrection
mid havens?
been maintained us Jerusalem for a single day, for a single hour if the emp
Onto of the tomb had not been established as a taut ha all ,inicerned
Both Jewish and Roman sources and traditions admit Ol empty tomb
Those resources range from Josrphus to a compilation of fifth setuurs Jewish
writings called the "Toledoth Jeshu Dr Paul Maier calls this 'pout.e
evidence from a hostile source. which is the sox ingest kind 01 htstorts at
evidence In essence this means that if a WWI.e MIMICS a fact decidedly
not in in favor, then that fxi is genuine
Gametic', who was a member of the Jewish high SOUrt . the kanhcdrin,
put forth the saqmestion that the rise of the Christian movement was Goal•s
doing, he could not have done that if the tomb were still occupied, or if
the Sanhedrin knew the whereabouts of Christ's body
Paul Maier observes that ". . . If all the evidence is weighed carefully
and fairly. it is indeed kistifiable, according to the canons of historic-al
research to conclude that the sepulcher of Joseph of Arimathea, in which
Jesus was hurled, was actually empty on the morning of the first Easter
And no shred of evidence has yet been discovered in literary sources epts
raphy, or archaeology that would disprove this statement
FACT 03. LARGE STONE MOVED
On that Sunday morning the first thing that impressed the people who
approached theft/11lb was the unusual position of the tone and a half to IWO1041 stone that had been lodged in front of the doorway All the Gospel
writers Te1111011 II
Those who observed the stone after the resurrectum describe its position as having been rolled up a slope away not lust fo,m the entrance of
the tomb, but from the entire massive sepulcher it was in such a position
that it looked as If It had been picked up and carried away Now task you.
if the disciples had wanted to c ome in, tiptoe around the sleeptng guards.
and then roll the stone over and steal Jesus hods how ould Mr, have
done Out without the guards awareness,

rr

here exists no document from the ancient

world, witnessed by so excellent a set of

textual and historical testimonies ...
Skepticism ixegarding the historical credentials
of Christianity is based upon an irrational bias.
Slats Ineerult
woo* 0•••••••••

FACT 04, ROMAN GUARD GOES AWOL
The Roman guards fled They left their place of restsinsibility How can
their attrition be explained. when Roman military disc spline was so excephowl,
Justm. in Digest 54 . mentions all the offenses that required the death
pertain the fear of their superiors wrath and the posratutits of death meant
that they paid close attention to the most minute details of their 'ohs One
aura guard was put to death washy being stripped of his clothes and then
burned dive in a Are started with his piteous If it was not apparent which
soldier had felled in his duty, then lots were drawn to see which one would
be punkhed with death-Mr the guard amies failure Certainly the entire unit
would not have talks asleep with that kind of threat over their heads. Dr
George Conic. a student of Roman military discipline. wrote that fear of
punishment "prochsced flawless attention to duty espes tall, in the night
FACT 01, GRA VECIOTHES TELL A TALE
In a literal sense, against all statements to the contrars the tomb was
not totally empty-because of an amazing phenomenon John a disciple
of Jesus, looked over to the place where the hods it( Jesus had lain and
there were the grave clothes. In the form of the hods- slightly caved in and
empty -like the empts chrysalis of a caterpillar scouiu,in Thai. enough
to make a believer out of anybody John never did get over it
The first thing that stuck in the minds of the disciples was not the crop
tv tomb hut rather the empty rave a lothes--undisturbed in lorm and pi.
111410f1
FACT 06i JESUS' APPEARANCES CONFIRMED
Christ appeared alive on several OCCLINXIS after the cataclysmic events
of that first Easter
When studying an event in history, it is important It/ SUM,/ whether
enough people who were participants or eyewitnesses to the event Isere
shire when the facts about the event were published To know this ts ohs e
°tidy helpful in ascertaining the accuracy of the published report If the
number of eyewitnesses n substantial, the event can be regarded as faith
well established For Instance, if we all witness a murder and a later polite
report turns out to be a fabrication of lies, we as eyewitnesses can refute It
OVER 300 W4PIESSES
Several very important factors are often overlooked when consukring
Christ's postiresurrestion appearances to individuals The first is the large
number of Is unease, of (heist after that resurrection morning
orie of the earliest records of(;hnst's appearing after the resurrec!IOU
is hy Paul The apostle appealed to his audience s know ledge of the fact
that Christ had been seen by more than SOO people at one tune Paul reminded them dui the maturity of those people were loll aloe and could he questioned Dr Edwin 54 Yannuchi, 314•0C124e professor of history at Miami
1 niversity in Oxford, Ohio emphasizes "What gives a special authority
to the 1134 (Of witnesses) as historical evidence in the reference to most of
the five hundred brethren tieing still alive S4 Paul says in effect, If you
do not believe me, sou can ask them.' Such a statement in an admittedly
genuine letter written within thirty years of the event is almost as strong
evidence as one could hope to get foe something that happened nearly two
thousand years sea "
Let's take the more than SOO witnesses who saw Jesus aide after His
death and burial, and place them in a courtroom Do you realize that if each
Of those SOO people were to testify for only six minutes, including cr555esamin,aiion rim wusulcihair An amazing SO hours of firsthand testinutn y, Add to this the testunons of many other eyewnnesses and you would
well have the largest and ummuusi lopsided trial in !Muted
HOSTILE WITNESSES
Another Lector coacial to interpreting Christ's appearances is that lie
also appeared to those who weir hostile or unconvinced
Over and over again, I have read or hated people rudiment that Jesus
was seen alive after His death and burls, only by Ills friends and followers.
Using that armament they atteMpt to water down the over*Miming impact of the multiple eyewitness accounts But that
JEWS
line of reasoning is so pathetic it hardly deserves comment, No
sacs ff
author or Informed individual would regard Mei of Tams as
hieing a follower of Christ The facts show the exact opposite
Said iikapiald Clean and permeated Christ's followers It was
• laiteilgligelleS Mgr:Ocoee Wheat Christ appeared to hum
A ithoseli hi was in died= not a disciple, he lager became the
sposde Pad,one of the greaten witnesses for the truth ot the
resuireetkall
The arypasent that Christ's appearances were only to tot
lowen is an orpiment for the most part from silence. and arraigned boo Menet Cell be dangerous It is equally possible
that all to whomjems appeared became followers No one ac
gainsaidd with the Meta can accurately say that Jesus appeared
to lost "an Imignifteant few."

Christians believe that Jesus was bodily resurrected In dee and space
by the supernatural power of God The difficulties of babe( may he great,
hut the problems Inherent in unbelief present even pester difficulties.
The theories advanced to explain the resurrection by "natural emaciate weak, they actually help to build confidence in the truth of the resurrection
THE WRONG TOMB?
A theory propounded by Kirsopp Lake assumes that the women who
reported that the body was missing had mistakenly ppm to the wrong tomb
If so, then the disciples who went to check up on the women's statement
must have also gone to the wrong tomb We may be certain, however, that
It-wish authorities who asked for a Romer'guard to be stationed at the tomb
to prevent Jesus' body from being stolen. would not have been mistaken
about the hiss ati011 NM would the Roman guards for they were there'
If the resurrection claim was merely because of a geitraphicat mistake
the frit/Oh authorities would hate lost no time in producing the hods. from
the proper tomb, thus effectively quenching for all time any runlOr resurrection
HALLUCINATIONS?
Another attempted explanation claims that the appearances of Jesus at
ter the resurrectson were either illusions or hallucinations Unsupported
by the psychological principles governing the appearances of hallucutattons.
this theory al1110 does not coincide with the historical situation Again where
was the actual body and why wasn't it produced(
DID JESUS SWOON?
Another
theory
p.optilat iced hi S emu,
Ill scsrral t emu°,ago.
Is often quoted today.
Ibis is the swoon theon, which says that le.
SOS didn t die, he merely
tainted from exhaustion
and loss of blood
Everyone thought Him
ck-ad hut later He mu,
cuated and the disciple,
thought it to be a resist
rection
Skeptic Das-id Fried
rich Strauss-certainly
Mel 115A Wirt IS. Mint it BAT wake 011r si
Tin GROSS. nen WM ceS luS rose nags wit
no believer in the resur
rst troecis STONE.01MXMIED 714 POW SOLlitsh
rectum-- gave the deathNO I A•10.
blow to am thought
that Jesus revived tom a swoon It is impossible that a being who had
smitten half-dead out of the sepulchre, who crept about weak and ill, want
tng medical treatment, who required bandaging, strengthening and indulgence and who still at last yielded to His sufferings, could have given to
the disciples the impression that He WO a Conqueror over death and the
grave. the Prince of Life an impression which las at the bottom of their
future ministrs Such a resuscitation could only have weakened the impression which He had made upon them in life and in death at the MAI could
only have given it an elegiac voice, but could its no possibdity have changed
their sorrow into enthusiasm, have elevated their reverence into worship '
THE BODY STOLEN?
Then conskler the theory that the body was stolen hi' the disciples Iv htic
the guards slept The depression and cowardice of the disciples provide
a hardhitthig argument against their suddenly becoming so brave and dar
um as to face a detachment of soldiers at the tomb and steal the bods They
were in no mood to attempt anything like that
The theory that the Jewish or Roman authorities moved Christ's hods
is no mine trauma/1/e an explanation for the empty tomb than theft by the
dot-toles If the authorities had the body in their posscodon tic knew where
it Was. why when the disciples were preaching the resurrection in Jerusalem didn't the, explain -Wait' We moved the body, see. He didn t rise
from the grave ,
And if such a rebuttal failed. why didn't they explain exactly where Jesus' body lay> If this failed why didn't they recover the corpse put it on
a cart, and wheel it through the renter ofientaaken,Such an as lion would
have destroyed Christianity-not in the cradle, but in the womb'
THE RESURRECTION IS A PAC!'
Professor Thomas Arnold for 11 years a headmaster ol Rugby author
of the famous, Hutory ofRome, and appointed to the chair of modern history at Oxford was well acquainted with the value of evidence in determining historic at facts This great artullal said: "I have been used for many
years to study the histories of other times, and to examine and weigh the
evidence of thou' who have written about dorm, and I know of no one
fact in the history of mankind which is proved by better and fulier evidence
of every sort, to the understanding of fair inquirer, than the great sip
which God bath Oven is that Christ Med and rose again from the dead."
Brooke Foss Westcon. an English wham% said, -Taking all the evidence
together, it is not too much to say that there is no historic incident better
or more variously supported than the resurrection of Christ Nothing but
the tuntecedent assumption that it must be false could have suggested the
idea of deficiency In the pow( of it "
REAL PROOF. THE DISCIPLES' LIVES
But the most telling testimony of all must be the lives of those early
Christians We must ask ourselves Wham caused them to go everywhere
telling the message of the risen Christ(

I

f the New Testament were

a

collection of

secular writings, their authenticity would

generally be regarded as beyond all doubt.
F. Sew.
wytwort

111

Had there been my visible benefits accrued to them from their effortsprestige, wealth. increased sot mat status Of material benefits-we might logically attempt to account for third actions, for their wholehearted and illtal allegiance to this "risen Christ •
As 1 reward foe their efforts, 110WeVer. those earls thrurians were beaten, stoned to death, thrown to the Isons,tortured and crucified Every conceivable method was used to stop cheat from talking
Yet. they laid down their lives as bie ultimate proof of their complete
confidence in the truth of their message
WHERE DO YOU STAND?
How do you evalpate this overwhelming historical evidence) What is
your decision about ‘Ime fact of ('heists empty tomb( What do YOU think
of Christi
When I was confronted with the overwhelming evidence for Christ's
resurrection, I had to ask the logical question- "What difference does all
this evidence make to roe? What difference does it make whether or not
I believe Christ rose again and died on the cross for my sins)" The answer
Is put best by somethingksus said to a man who doubted-Thomas Jesus
told him "1 am the way, and the truth and the life, no one comes to the
Father hut through Me- (John 14 61
On the basis of all the evidence for Christ's resurrection, and considering the fact that Jesus offers(middles* of sin and an eternal relattonship
with (did, who would he SO foolhardy anti, reiect Him)Christ is alive He
Is living today
You can trust God eight now by faith through prayer Prayer is talking
with God God knows your heart and is not so concerned with Volt, w iueds
as He is with the attitude of your heart If you have never trusted Christ
you can do so high' nosy
The prayer I prayed is "Lord Jesus. I need You Thank You for dying
on the cross for my sins 1 open the door of my ilk and trust You as ms
Savior Thank You for forgiving my sins and prim me eternal life Make
me the kind of person You want me to be Thank You duel can trust You
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EntertainmentPages

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
*

By Stephen Kurth

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDA V: A dynamic fusion of character traits makes_ you a
difficult person to pin down or anticipate. A
fierce individualist, you reject the status quo
and insist on doint things your own way. Still,
in your heart of hearts, you crave aci:eptance
and a normal existence. Despite many contradictions, you are very determined once you
have made up your mind.

MN
P4 kW
hoo no bo.neS

be,A1 offended"

Calvin and Hobbes
sfOuR MotA DtDsT CARE
MUCH ABOUT NE L.UNAP,
SANCTION OF 10QR
NO NomEWORK PoUCI.
DID S1-1E

WELL, tAl 1-I0ROSCoVE SAID
'MANY al FoLIclEs wILL
BE IMPL.EVEMIcp," 43T ALL
oc TUFA. BESIDE'S, ‘T SKIS
TO EXPECT A TUKABovT 114
FfvoR MotA WILL RELDAT
tExT TIME FOR SURE..

16 11

GIP

,
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by Bill Watterson
WHAT AK
NO BATIkS,
YCMON MOON,
VOA OTHER STA1 UP LATE, NA1BE
ASTR31
DO slOQR
POUC1ES DONT GO To tAS O6ER,
LOOKING
STVFF'
WEN?
SCIAook...
NROUGIA Tit
71ESE ARE NE V4RON6 END
tarp,.
(14.s %AT WM,
OF TI4E
)
1)A9LEIANIID TELESCOPE
V

'•!tatamh.f4
-ZIN
Mar

FERT-CiL+1
A NEWINS
aRMVPIr
SiP?

ARIES(March 20-April 19):The stars bring
romantic involvementfor singles and increased
passion for couples. The object of another's
intimate fantasies is yours for the taking.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Attention to
detail is critical in all your dealings. Be especially conscious of what you put down in
writing as even the smallest error could come
back to haunt you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 2t)):Don'tallow time
constraints to alter your approach to,a prdject.
Precision is more critical to the ultimate success
of the venture than the schedule. Do it right.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): Accept enthusiastically when matchmaking friends suggests a blind date. Choose to meet in a casual
setting as to downplay romantic expectations.

Doonesbury
10J C4N
AY-414Y

For Wednesday, April 15

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
NOPROEtamO!
JAI A MAN
OF THE CID7111

BACK IN THE '60s,)01RXXIDffT
A °RAFTPEFERAIWTIFCVAIRE
IN 7HE 1IER6Y. 501591Thv$3
70 NIS Al4/G-Orai4ilfre/577?Y

CAD?
&Wel,

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): A family matter is
beyond an alleged expert. You're far more
familiar with the situation and have the trust of
those involved,so rely on your ownjudgment.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): You are bursting with fresh ideas that will die on the vine
unless you can figure a way to present them to
those in charge.Take a novel approach,it may
he your one shot.

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.23): A search for easy
answers to complex problems proves futile.
Accept that a lot of work lies ahead and get to
it. Time and effort provide a solution as your
patience is rewarded.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): Keep conversation casual and avoid volatile topics like
politics and religion. Don't air your dirty
laundry in public, take someone aside if you
have a bone to pick.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): Abciisis
affects someone close to you, making them
sensitive and vulnerable. Do what you an to
bolster their spirits during this delicate time
and they'll snap out of it.

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Strength
is needed to overcome obstacles that crop up,
and you've got plenty of it! While others
shrink from challenges,you successfully confront issues head on.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Everyone
has weak points —acknowledgment is the
first step towards improvement. By using a
team approach, optimal use of everyone's
strengths can be achieved.
PISCES(Feb.19-March 19): A friend may
reveal confidential information while unburdening a heavy heart. Discretion is important,
but an appropriate opportunity to use this
knowledge may present itself.
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For Thursday, April 16

Calvin and Hobbes
CIRCvMSTANCES
ARE GONG ID
TURN IN NI FAVOI
THAIS vil*T
HOROSCOPE SAYS'

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:With a
flair for managing money and a real gift for
negotiating, you are a savvy business-person
and a natural entrepreneur. Although you
have an appreciation for the things that money
can buy, you enjoy success for it's won sake.
You are motivated by pride rather than greed.
A tendency to be a bit thin-skinned can be
offset with a dose of humor.
ARIE.S(March 20-April 19): Although selfexamination gives you a deeper understanding of your motivations and desires,it will not
provide a clear cut answer regarding an important decision.

B`( G01.1.1, ITS
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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GEMINI(May 21-June 20): The uncooperative attitude of a colleague can be traced to a
recent misunderstanding. Don't let the i II-will
fester, get the problem out in the open now.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22):Cupid's arrow often
strikes when you least expect. Don't ignore
your feelings toward an attractive associate!
Coincidence brings you together and nature
takes care of the rest.

ALL A.AAN4 AFC A‘RS ARE
IXTERMNED 31 STARS AND
PLANETS, AND MOM 143
SAI tKEN( POLICE'S WU.
BE IMPLEMENTED. 114hT
MEANS NO BATH AND NO
BED1I '

Doonesbury

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The probing
questionsofan associate may not be as innocent
as they would have you believe. Offer cautious
responses until you determine their true motive.

CANCER(June 21-July 22): The need to
broach a delicate topic should be tempered
with compassion to avoid making an already
difficult situation even worse. They will respect you honesty, and your tact.

by Bill Watterson
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No.0303

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The reason a
friend isn't asking questions regarding a complicated matter is that they presume to know
what you're looking for. Straighten them out
before it's too late!
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.23): Timing is everything in your pursuit of professional advancement. The morning isn't the appropriate time
to make vital contact, wait until after lunch.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Things are
not as they seem, particularly in regard to
matters of the heart. Thoughts and actions
must be interpreted in order to be understood,
like well crafted poetry.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): Do not
get drawn into a feud between friends of the
opposite sex. Their attempts to elevate a simple disagreement to a matter of constitutional
importance is silly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Doing everybody's job wears you down. Delegate authority and let people handle their own responsibilities. Don'the the crotch that others lean on!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A friend
may not be saying what you want to hear, but
they speak the truth and lessonscan be learned.
Don't shoot the messenger just because you
don't like the message!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 19): Depleted energy reserves make it hard to get going this
morning. Put it in cruise control and try to get
through the day so you can recharge your
batteries later.

ACROSS
It makes dates
5 Lachrymal fluid
10 Ripens
14 Butter
substitute
15 Brother ot
Moses
14 Midway prize
17 Bet it all
le Apiary
20 Surpass in
venditions
21 Tied
23 Cozy retreats
26 Work units
27 Engendered
31 13uy back
33 Stir

35 Arab chieftain
36 Affirmative vote
n Schism
40 Styles
42 Jug
43 Latest Prefix
44 Military
assistant
45 A sky Color
47Rooftimber
4111 Chasm
$O awls
Si Useful quality
14 Take heed
54 Retaliates
41 Culture medium
52 Pitch a
complete game
SS Reception room

54 Albumen
Si Lath
64 Wapitis
55 Some Slays
70 Building
extensions

MINI illiilliiii 111111111
Id
II
MIUU
i
NI
nem
iii

DOWN

I Walt Kelly
character
2 Baseball family
name
3 Departed
4 Pasture palaver
S Postpone
4 British
noblemen
7 Orinoco
tributary
II Korean G I
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE •Dirk of yore
10 Cling
M000 0000 00000 II Crosby movie
0000 0000 00000 12 Pix495
0000 0030 00000 13 Coaster
00080 000000000 le Hires
22 Yaw
000 0000
000 0000 0000210 24 Merchants
000000000 00000 25 Dotted, in
heraldry
00000 000 00000 27 Livestock
00000 000000000 shelter
000000 0000 000 2111Lake at SE
0000 000
Mich
000000000 000D0 ro Take a stroll
00000 0000 0000 30 Umpire's call
01:000 0000 0000 32 Record
0000M 0000 0000 34 Exhale

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the °Mee in
the basement of Lord Hall.

n.ir II pd.II
id
Id dUB MIN
dUIU II'
UUUU
lUll
dil
l'U
di
.ill
.
ill
'—
dill 42

43

44

45

44

41

lalUll

57
70

"

ll

37 Anguillids
30 Painting and
sculpture
41 Greek theaters
42 Recede
44 Al a distance
44 Horse opera
43 Macaws
$e Stately
57 Master, in India
53 Middleman in a
baseball trio

"
S4 Low
ss Reproductive
cells
57 Proboscis
$S Cheat

Se Cousin of etc
ee Square-dance
figures
53 Josés hooray
es Gob

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75e each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Ca111-900-726-3063 to talk I-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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EditorialPaw
•Presidency

Rose Garden kadership

In a move he described as a way
to boost "individual
rights," President Bush signed an exe
cutive order Monday
which informs workers they can sto
p union dues from being
used for political campaigns.
While his authority is limited
to the small number of
nonunion employees who work
for federal contractors,
having a fancy Rose Garden ceremo
ny with hundreds of
guests is hardly an exercise in subt
lety.
It is no consequence Bush passed
an order with such a
small scope at this time of year. Wit
h many labor unions
lining up behind the Democrats in
the coming election and
as the Caterpillar strike continues
, the executive order
appears to be the beginning of an elec
tion year "get tough"
strategy.
By seemingly striking out at organi
zations which support the 'Democrats, Bush is puttin
g together a lineup of
straw men he can use as proof of his
leadership skills in the
coming election.
No matter that the action does nothin
g to federal law, no
matter that it simply informs worker
s of a 1988 Supreme
Court decision, it's one thing George
Bush can do without
dealing with Congress.
At a time when action is needed on
Every society has its one permany fronts in the
cent, its ruling elite, those people
country,even action through dreade
d compromise,it speaks who are just
so special that they
poorly of the leader of the country whe
n he is interested in have to let everyone else know,and
partisan window dressing.
UMaine's not alone.
George Bush is not the only one,
We have the Senior Skulls and
but for the most
powerful public figure in the countr
the All Maine women.
y to be posturing with
Yes folks, they
pledge of allegiance-type issues in a
year which finds Amer- and unlike the 're the best of us,
Dingo Guides, they
icans struggling for hope is a sorry sigh
t.
choose to looks stupid.
A leader of great strength and character
The All Maine Women have that
is not concerned
with blame and public appearances,
but is concerned with special mark that sets them apart.
change, change through whatever mea
ns and sacrifices are No, not personality or intelligence,
but the little pine tree
necessary. But in order to be an out
sider in November, on theirfaces.They stickers stuck
're special.They
Congress has to be scoffed at in order
to win poll points.
look like the kids from first grade
Unfortunately President Bush has
always been con- who got stickers stuck on their faces
cerned with the short term and not the
long term, so far- for good spelling but never took
reaching change will not be part of
his vision of weekly them off.
With their nifty white cardigans,
popularity and toughness ratings.(ME
R)r
which they

Ninety-nine percent strikes back

ically .are often members of those
very same organizations. Nice insurance.
So when the Skull president and
All Maine vp make sure the money
passes through Senate easily,it goes
look like they are on the fast track is to
essential things like office sup!
not too successful. Reality check:
plies, alumni newsletters, and
you're in Maine.
Homecoming.
The Skull men and All Maine
You may also remember that
Women desperately try to be elite in
Homecoming has a king and queen
a public university drooling idiots
and,surprisingly,many ofthe kings
with checkbooks can enter.They're
and queensjust happen to be Skulls
Ivy League wanna-bes in a bush
and All Maine women. A few toleague school.
ken non-elites get a chance to make
And here's the kicker: student
it look good. Generally, though,
money supports them. That's right,
the Skulls and the All Maine Womsome of our beloved fee money
en run the show and then crowh
goesto self-appointed royalty whose
themselves.
main point of existence is to say
And most of them aren't good
must wear at certain they
're better than everyone else.
times, they stand out. The ruling
looking either.
•AIDS
According to Student Governcampus cutie clique has all the honWe have kings and queens
ment records, the All Maine Wom
- crowned only to find out the king
ors bestowed upon them and little
is
an have $695.47 in their acco
unt an engineer who does equation
expected ofthem besides occasiontor
s
and the Senior Skulls $727.73, proal community service.
fun and the queen just won a quittvided thanks to the $20 activity
fee ing bee. Academic achievement and
Then there's the men,the Senior
A recent study by the Asian Developme
nt Bank indicat- Skulls. The skull may be a bit of a 99 percent of the campus pays for personality actually count in the
and does not get to use.
ed that the AIDS virus is rampant in Asi
nomination process.
a. In Thailand there scary emblem, but don't let the
The overwhelming majority
are currently 200,000-400,000 HIV carr
Mai
of
ne
men
Ifthe Skulls and All Maine Worn- •
inti
midate you. Their the
iers, while in India
campus which forks over $20
navy blue cardigans and collection
the figure lies between 400,000 and one mil
en are going to choose would-be
is not lucky enough to fit the
lion, mostly due of pins
qual- royalty from their rank
make them look like"Happy
to "widespread drug use and a tolerant
s, they at
ifications or have friends
attitude toward Days" rejects.
inside least should be a little appe
aling to
prostitution."
get to foot the bill for the
puny both sexes.
But the retro look has a point
ruli
ng class.
In the United States,an estimated 1.5 millio
The one percent fails even at that
n Americans everyone remembers from high
May
be they do us a favor khoware infected with the HIV virus, and it is projec
school: looking the part.
most
important task, one which
ted 365,000
ing how connections pay
in the might earn them a littl forg
The Senior Skulls do not spend
of them will be actually diagnosed with AIDS.
iveness
e
world. Know the right Gree
their time pulling people from burn
ks, or- from the horny mass
The primary cause: widespread drug abuse and
- ganizations,
es.
But
they
athletes, or ingratiate don'
unpro- ing cars or holding wizened octo
t. So the time has come for.
ge- yourself with
tected sex.
them enough and you stud
narian's hands in nursing homes,
ents to demand that their money
could be on your way.
Another recent study held on 19 Americ
does not go to organizations meant
an college they spend most of it in their uniOr they can be a symbol
campuses determined that approximately two
of the for the uppity few and
out of every forms.
the roughly
elites in the real world who
And just like the All Maine
should $1,300in combined Skul
1,000 students examined,were infected with
l-All Maine
get their privileges take
the HIV virus. Women, that
n away. money should
's the point. Students
Hopefully, this is not the case on this campus.
go somewhere else.
Last semester the funding
are supposed to view the one perof these
Maybe it can go to free office
two exclusionary orga
To avoid continuing the spread of this diseas
cent
niza
withjealousy. Having made it,
tions supplies for students prog
e, the
,a
ram of
was question
solution is simple:don't do intravenous drugs,and
when you they flaunt it. And everyone else is two elites ed briefly, but the ugly sweaters for poor local chilrallied with the help of
have sex, be sure to always use a condom.
supposed to cheer for the Richie
dren,"Cardigans for Kids," or pay
some cronies.
Rich
clon
es whose purpose in life is
If you have engaged in either ofthe preceding activiti
ing for some good-looking homeA great help to groups
es, vogueing in the Unio
like the coming kinds and
n and resume Skul
then minimize the AIDS risk to others, and be test
queens.
ls and the MI Maine
ed for the writing.
Women
are presidents and
HIV virus.(MAH)
But the two groups' attempt to
vice-presidents
Michael Reagan dedicates this
ofStudent Governmen
t,who,iron- cohort,' o the
99percent.

The circle widens

4.46,

Michael
Reagan
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Friday
12:00 p.m. Central America Week. Ten
Days/Ten Years, a video that explores the
Sandinista electoral defeat in 1990. Lown
Room, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Spring Dance Concert. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission.
8:00 p.m. Louisiana Repertory Jazz
Ensemble. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
9:00 p.m. Benefit Dance. Dance for
reconstruction and peace in El Salvador to
the sounds of the IGnsmen Ridgerunners and
Bedrock. $3 donation for admission.

Apr. 15 to Apr. 22

_
WEEKENDER

Saturday
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The Big
Fag. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Double Feature
Saturday. Third Man and Citizen Kane.
Sponsored by O.C.B. and the
Comprehensive Fee. Ram's Horn.
Admission.
8:00 p.m. Performance. Fred Heath,
Trombone and Lillian Garwooch Piano. 120
Lord Hall.
8:00 p.m. Spring Dance Concert. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission.

Sunday
7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Third Man and Citizen Kane. Sponsored by
O.C.B. and the Comprehensive Fee. Movie
prccccdcd by dinner at 4:30. Ram's Horn.
Admission.

•.
4

Wednesday, Apr. 15 to Wednesday Apr

. 22

The Campus Crier

MOVIES
Wednesday 15

Saturday 18

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The Big
Edry. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

nusay 16
7:00 p.m.NoPop:orn Gnana. Wargamec.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film FestivaL
Powaqqatsi. Discussion following each
film. Cider and doughnuts served. 101
Neville Hall.

Monday 20

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
Big Easy. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Princess Bride. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Double
Feature Saturday. Third Man and
Citizen Kane. Sponsored by O.C.B. and
the Comprehensive Fcc. Ram's Horn.
Admission.

Sunday 19

Tuesday 21
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Freshman 1990. Memorial Room,
Memorial Union.

Wednesday 22

7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Third Man and Citizen Kane. Sponsored
by O.C.B. and the Comprehensive Fee.
Movie precreded by dinner at 4:30.
Ram's Horn. Admission.

Fritby17
700 p.m. NoPcpcom Gana. Midnight
Run. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Raising Arizona. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. Central America Week. Ten
Days/Ten Years, a video that explores
the
politics surrounding the Sandinista
electoral defeat in 1990. Discussion
to
follow. Lown Room, Memorial Union.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday 15
12:00 p.m. Russian American Jazz
Week. Musorgsky Trio. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Premiere of Russian
American Jazz. Bear's Den, Memorial
Union.
7:30 p.m. Opera Scenes Performance.
120 Lord Hall.

Thursday 16
12:00 p.m. David Golostcholcin with
Peter ICornev Trio. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Coffee House.
Film followed by a band. Coffee and
snacks served free. Cash Bar with I.D.
'The
Ram's Horn, 581-4556. Free.

Ftiday 17
12:00 p.m. UM Faculty Jazz Group.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Spring Dance Concert.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission.
8:00 p.m. Louisiana Repertory Jazz
Ensemble. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
9:00 p.m. Benefit Dance. Dance for
reconstruction and peace in El Salvador
to the sounds of the Kinsmen
Ridgerunners and Bedrock. $3 donation
for admission.

8:00 p.m. Spring Dance Concert.
Hauck Auditorium. Admission.

Monday 20
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUtand The Music Department.
Banger Lounge, Memorial Union.

Toesday 21
7:00 p.m. Long Story Night at the
Rain's Horn. Followed by Open Mik
e.
Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. Oratorio Society Concert.
Orono Methodist Church.

Saturday 18
8:00 p.m. Performance. Fred Heat
h,
Trombone and Lillian Garwood
Piano.
120 Lord Hall.

Wednesday 22
MAINE DAY!!

8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Bear
's
Den. Bear's Den, Memorial Union.

We are giving away a
FREE Computer!!
ASAP is sponsoring a computer contestfir
allstudents interested' Theprizefir best
entry will be a MacPlus with a 20 MB
hand drive. The contest will bejudged by
the student employees atASAP No ASAP
employees will be allowed to enter the
ASAP Cmzphic Art Contest

Entry Requirements:
•All artwork submitted for the
ASAP Computer
Contest must be original artwork
created by the
entrant.
• All artwork submitted must be
developed in
Canvas or SuperPaint.
•Artwork may be in black and

white or color.

•Entries may not exceed 11x17

page dimensions

•Entries maybe submitted on disk
or in hard
copy form.
•The following information mus
t accompany
each submission:
• Artist's Name
Artist's Address
Artist's Home Phone
Canvas or Superpaint Applicat
ion
•Deadline for submissions: April

17, 1991
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Wednesday, Apr. 15 to Wednesday, Apr. 22

MEETINGS
Weciresday 15
12:00 p.m. FAR.O.G.Student
organization looking to offer support,
diu-Jmion, or experience of what it means
td be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.

6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Associatio
n.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's

4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
House. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Horn.

Tlwrsday 16
3:10 p.m. Spanish Club. Weekly meeting.
204 Little Hall.
5:00 p.m. OffCampus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Welcome.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.

Friday 17
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weekly meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.

6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. \X',:eldy Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Monday 20
6:30 p.m. Anthropology Club. Everyone
welcome. Discussions, speakers, films,
events. Bangor Room, Memorial Union.

beaky 21
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. Weekly meeting. Virtue
Room,The Maples.

5:00 p.m. NARAL.A discussion for
people who believe in a woman'; right to
choose an abortion, and what can be done
to keep this right. 101 Fernald Hall..
7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford ROOM, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Tri-Beta Meeting. A co-ed
biology club open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.

Wednesday 22
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.

M'5C.
Wednesday 15

Friday 17

3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series.
Super/earning. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

3:00 p.m. National Student Exchange
Pre-Departure Orientation. This is an
essential program for all students who
intend to study away next year through
NSE. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

Wednesday 22
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. FinalExam
Preparation. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Need A Ride?
Send your name, desired destination point,
phone number (and any other info you
might want to include) to the Campus Crier
Ride Board:

1992 Annual Student Art
Exhibit
Corsie to the annualstudent art exhibition and
see the works ofart created byfellow UMaine
students. The exhibit opens Monday, April 20th
and continues thru May 9th in the Carnegie
Hall Art Gallery. A special opening reception
will take place April23rd at 5:00p.m.

do A.SA.P.
16 Chadbourne Hall
Or just give us a call at 581-4359!

Technology
Fair
April 13,1992
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COUNSELING CENTER
SPRING SEMESTER
GROUPS
Wednesdays
10:30-12:00 Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Discussion Group
3:00-4:30 Adult Children of Alcoholics.

Thursdays
3:00-4:30 Thirsty Thursdays
3:30-5:00 The Dream Group
3:30-5:00 Women's Group
3:30-5:00 High Anxiety

Mondays
2:30-4:00 General Therapy
3:45-5:00 Incest/Sexual Abuse
Survivors' Group
Tuesday
3:00-4:10 Men's Group
3:30-5:00 Food As Symbol
For More Information call 581-1392

f
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SPEAKERS
Wednesday 15

Thursday 16

12:10 p.m. Contact...and
Consequences Series. Films,
Ishi in Two
Worlds and Way ofOur Father
s.
Followed by discussion. Bod
will Dining
Area, Maine Center for the
Arts.

12:00 p.m. Wildlife Seminar Series.
Wetlands and waterfowlofthe prairie
potholes. Dr. Sue Hazeltine, U.S. Fis
h and
Wildlife Service, Northern Prairie
Research Center. 204 Nutting.

12:15 p.m. Women in the
Curriculum
Lunch Series. Social Condit
ionsfir
Bulgarian Women Before an
d After the
Fall ofthe Communist System
. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

12:20 p.m. Controversy Luncheon Ser
ies.
Is Peace andJustice Possible in ElSalvad
or?
A slide and lecture presentation by
photojournalist Jim Harney. Sutton Loun
ge,
Memorial Union.

3:10 p.m. College of Educat
ion and
Career Center Presentation
. Alternative
Careersfor Teachers. 202 Shi
bles Hall.

Wednesday 22
MAINE DAY!!

7:00 p.m. Discussion.Jazz in the Sov
iet
Union Then and Now.217 Lord Hal
l.
7:00 p.m. Lecture. Some Differences
Betzveen Men and Women Regard
ing Sex
and Loving...and the Difference The
y Make
by Bernie Zilbergeld. Damn Yankee
,
Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Lecture. Force an
d Opinion..
The New World Order at Ho
me and
Abroad by Noarn Chornsky
. Maine
Center for the Arts.
4:30 p.m. Contact...and Co
nsequences
Series. Films, Ishi in Two Wor
lds and
Way ofOur Fathers. Follow
ed by
discussion. Bodwell Dining
Area, Maine
Center for the Arts.
6:00 p.m. Real Life Semina
r Series. The
Move... Tips on that first
move from
Orono to a new area. Damn
Yankee,
Memorial Union.

6:00 p.m. Wine, Dine, and How to
Act
Fine. Sponsored by the Career Cent
er
and University College. Ballroom,
University College.

Monday 20
12:00 p.m. Wildlife Semina
r Series.
Fire and resource management
in
Australia. Dr. William Patter
son, III.
Co-sponsored by Forestry Se
minar
Series. 204 Nutting.

Tuesday 21

8:00 p.m. College Republica
ns. Jasper
Wyman, Executive Direct
or of the
Maine Christian Civic Lea
gue, will be
speaking on the environmen
t. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.

12:20 p.m. Socialist and Mar
xist
Studies Series. The Former
Yugoslavia.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Un
ion.
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ResponsePage
•Tuition

Should question your attitudes
To the editor:

I recall two response articles
written by Japanese students regarding tuition,and room and board
increases.One of these was written
last year, the other more recently.
As a Japanese, I can only be skeptical to them. I do not think there
are a lot of Japanese who are qualified to complain about school expenses on this campus.
I have neither seen any Japanese who are desperately looking
for a part timejob nor any Japanese
who are trying to get scholarships.

We do not appear to be
serious
about school expenses.
It is true that school expen
ses
are getting higher, but I do
not
think these expenses are extra
ordinarily expensive compared
to
Japanese schools.They simply say
"expensive." I do not believe that
we have been paying federal and
state taxes and contributing to build
infrastructures here in Maine.
Orono is a nice place. It has a
wonderful library, gyms, and a
concert hall, you name it. What do
we have to seek for more than
that? Who can find the same situ-

•Bluejeans day

ation in Japan? As long as I can
afford it, I am willing to pay for
tuition as long as UMaine provides
me with good courses and faculty.
Although our visas allow us to
leave UMaine and go to another
school somewhere in the States,
we do not need to scatter money
called strong"Yen"just to contribute to the U.S. trade deficit with
Japan. Now what we Japanese really have to question is not the
circumstances surrounding us, but
our attitudes themselves, isn't it?
Tsutomu Noguchi

•Vandalism

Try to be accepting Try rock
climbing
To the editor:

I was one of those who
wouldn't be caught dead wearing
jeans Wednesday. To me, my
mind is made up; nobody will
ever convince me that homosexuality is an acceptable, alternative lifestyle.
To be frank,I find the thought
disgusting. However, I did think
about my own personal views,
and came to some enlightening
conclusions.
Gays and lesbians are human
beings. Like all healthy people
they are capable of loving and
hating and hurting and sharing
and caring. The only difference
between them and me is our
choice of sexual orientation, and
I never consider a person's sex

life something to get up in arms
about,anyway. Besides,I'm sure
there is plenty about my own life
that is unacceptable to many,so
why sweat it? It's all too easy to
look up homosexuality in the
Bible (next to the sins we're all
guilty of) and say, "See, it's
WRONG"However,John 3:17
says,"For God did not send His
Son into the world to judge the
world ,hut that the world might
be saved through Him."
Fellow homophobes,there is
nothing that says we have to accept homosexuality, but there is
a lot that says we have to accept
and love the homosexual. God
does. Are we better than God?
Daniel Curtis
Orono

Lettersi\to the Editor
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus should be
no longer than 250 words and must contain a name
,
address and phone number.

To the editor:
I would like to express my gratitude to the moron who decided to
use my car as a climbing obstacle
on Friday night near the Union.
Thank you for caring enough to
customize my car with your size 9
racing scratches on the hood, roof,
and trunk.
If you feel the need to climb
something again in the future,have
some respect for other people's
property and look into Maine
Bound. I hear they have some really challenging climbing programs
that might be more suited to your
liking.
Christopher J. Gooley
Old Town

I am writing in response to the
article,"Coming Out Struggle for
Student-Athlete." I am engaged to
a swimmer so naturally I was very
disturbed and somewhat annoyed
by the article. I know some of the
people on the swim team very well
and while they struggle to keep
their team,they do not have time to
be homophobic and deal with the
stress that goes along with the problem. Frankly, they don't need this
type of article to drag their names
through the mud.
I know from being at swim
meets and talking with the team
members, that the individual homosexual on the team demanded
that people follow the "rules"
which he set up about how to treat

a homosexual. He practically
forced them to accept his homosexuality and that is wrong. In my
opinion,if there was any so-called
"harassment" of that individual, it
was brought on by himself.
I feel safe in saying that the
UMaine swim team is not prejudice. If they were racist, then my
boyfriend—the only AfricanAmerican on the team—would be
the first to know.
The swim team has enough
problems trying to keep their program. They try so hard to prove
themselves and this individual isn't
making it any easier. It makes me
wonder how much he respects his
team, or if he does at all.
S. Breton
Balentine Hall

To the editor:
Let's say it's about 7:00 p.m.
on a typical weeknight, and you
have two tests coming up along
with a paper due by the end of the
week. You realize that there are
too many distractions at your
apartment or dorm to get any
work done.
You turn to the one place on
campus where you feel you should
be able to study without interruptions: Fogler Library.
For about the first hour, it
seems like your work is going
well. However, when 8:00 rolls
around, it becomes social time.
This may be interesting if you
want to catch up on the latest
Greek news,or what happened at
last weekend's parties. But for
those of us who want to study,
this is extremely annoying. Just
last week, we went to the library

five times, and left by 8:30, five
times!
We don't want to be hypocrites, because we often stop and
quietly say hello to a friend. We
are as social as anyone, but the
library is not supposed to be a
social place.
People don't realize that one
voice speaking at a normal level
can be distinctly heard by at least
halfofthe floor,and several voices at once sounds like the Bangor
Mall on Friday night.
This certainly doesn't apply
to everyone who goes to the
library, but there is a definite
problem.
The library is supposed to be
a quiet place. If you want social
hour, the Den is right next door.
Tim Redding
Jamie Morrill
Stodder Hall

•Counseling Center

Counseling still free
To the editor:

provided by our regular staff are
still provided free ofcharge.Please
lam writing to clarify the issues don't let conce
rn about costs of
of fees at the Counseling Center counseling
deter you from seeking
which was reported in the April 6 any of the
services of the Counselarticle on budget cuts.
ing Center.
It is unclear in the article as
Feel free to call to discuss any
written that we charge only for the concerns
you may have aboutcosts
evaluations and follow-up done or other aspec
ts of our services.
by our psychiatric consultant after
a referral from a staff member.
Charles 0. Grant, Phd.
Counseling and psychotherapy
Director

Examine your own prejudices
To the editor:

To the editor:

No place to study

•Gay, lesbian, bisexual awareness

•Swim team

Not homophobic

•Fogler Library

I come from a working class
family. We aren't particularly religious. We don't know who our
state representatives are and didn't
know where Kuwait was until the
Gulf War. Neither of my parents
finished high school. I am divorced,have teenage children,and
I am a third year student at
UMaine.
I had an average childhood,
some ups,some downs. My value
system includes all the usuals: tell
the truth, don't steal, say "please"
and "thank you", respect your elders, get married, have children,
work hard.
The purpose of this letter is to
talk about something else I accepted without question. That is
to fear and distrust "queers."
I don't remember ever hearing
or knowing the term "homosexual" until I Was in my 20's. Even
then I didn't have a clear idea
whether homosexual meant just

queer men or just queer women. I when I had to
do some reading
was confused about which was about homosexual
ity. Barn!
the proper prefix, was it "homo"
These particular fears I had
or "hetero" sexual? I didn't want been carrying
around,that defined
to appear stupid so I just called who was, were
being challenged
them "queers."
and cast offsimply by finally readI learned from my parents that ing some very
simple passages
you don't pick on people or make about the realit
y of homosexuality.
fun of them because they are difI have read and listened to stoferent. As a result, I have always ries about the
oppression and distried to treat everyone politely.
crimination, pain and suffering
I don't have to think they are that homosexu
als have experio.k. I just have to treat them o.k. enced due
to the prejudices of
I'm proud of never taking part in people who
are afraid and cannot
any kind of open hostility toward accept that
different is not wrong.
people who are different from me.
I have been guilty of ignorance
But, I'm finding a need to go and a closed mind.
Because I never
beyond just treating people well. I was openly
hostile I never felt! had
want very much to be accepting of to examine
my own homophobia.
others and their differences.
I am sincerely grateful for that
This may seem like a simple particular cours
e (CHF 351), berevelation, but for me it has been cause it opene
d this closed mind. I
extremely elusive because I never challenge any
reader who might
knewthat I wasn't open to knowing identify, who
might be silently hoand accepting anyone if they were mophobic,
to please question and
different, they were "less than."
examine their own prejudices.
It never occurred to me to question my prejudices, until recently
Linda Levesque
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The UMaine Open

•'Manic societies

Titanic fans remember
80th anniversary ofdisaster
By Graham Heathcote
Associated Press Writer

An aggressive game of tennis between Mattthew
Colson and Chris Gooley
attracts side line criticism from Cindy Smaya, Tracy
Richardson and Lisa
McGillan.(Howland photo.)

•Union political spending

Bush's order may have little effect
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush's order limiting some union political
spending — most of which supports Democrats — probably won't have much impact
except to create a bookkeeping headache,
labor leaders said Monday.
"Through this obsequious pandering to
the ultra-right., the president has given hypocrisy a bad name," said AFL-C10 President Lane Kirkland.
He said Bush's action was "entirely a

political gesture" and would have little or no
effect on the way the 14.2 million-member
labor federation and its 90 unions conduct
political business. The AFL-CIO is exploring
a possible legal challenge to the order,he said.
At issue is an executive order signed
Monday by Bush that requires federal contractors to tell non-union employees "in the
clearest possible terms" that their union contributions may not be used against their wishes for political activities.

IBM
i/IEET
MAC-'

WEYMOUTH, England (AP) — The
message from Capt. Arthur Rostron of the
Cunard liner Carpathia to The Associated
Press in New York condensed great drama
into few words:
"Titanic struck iceberg sunk Monday 3
am 41.46 N 50.14 W. Carpathia picked up
many passengers. Am proceeding New York..
Captain Rostron."
The Morse code message,relayed by the
Carpathia's office in New York, is among
more than 100 signals displayed in the English south coast resort of Weymouth recalling the disaster of April 14, 1912.
"We reproduced the message to AP as a
postcard, and also enlarged it for framing,
because it is 30 dramatic and really tells the
story in a few words," said exhibit organizer Brian Cooper.
Titanic societies in the United States,Britain, Ireland, South Africa, Norway and New
Zealand are recalling the disaster this month
with lectures, exhibitions and old newsreels.
In Southampton, where most of the crew
lived, the British society is having a conference and organizing wreath-layings at memorials.
Cooper, a former marine diver, is director of Deep Sea Adventure, a visitor center
devoted to marine exploration and wrecks.
"The sea cannot be beaten and it is ludicmustothinktheshipcouldeverberais&" he
said,standing in front of a model of the Titanic

Hi-Cone Carriers

E

II Dila0

The Digital Equipment Corporation
invites you to experience
True Multivendor Desktop Integration with

PC Networking using Pathworks
April 16, 1992, FFA Room, Memorial Union
Session One-9am; Session Two—Ipm
• Discover how other colleges and universities are using Pathworks to
integrate PCs and Apple Macintoshes into the campus networks!
• See PCs and Apple Macintoshes sharing files transparently.
• Find out how your Novell LAN can be integrated into an enterprise
network environment.
• Witness open Computing in Action with UNIX interpretability using
TCP/IP and X Windows on the PC and Macintosh.
• Take a look at Digital's line of PC products.
• Learn more about the important Digital/Microsoft Alliance.
• Hear how Digital can maintain multivendor desktop equipment.
To register, please call Kim Amato at 581-1651, or send e-mail to:
amato@ maim.

wreck.The ship lays broken in two,21/2 miles
below the surface in the north Atlantic.
"The Titanic is still making waves. The
world could not believe it when it happened
and has been fascinated by it ever since,"
Cooper said.
The signals in Weymouth record the
Titanic's last trip,from cheerful greetings as
the ship set off from Southampton for New
York on April 10, to the desperate appeals
from relatives for news after reports four
days later that the great liner had been holed
by ice.
It sank in 2 hours,4.0 minutes,drowning
more than 1,500 passengers and crew.
The Titanic was the first passenger liner
to use the new SOS distress message,easily
recognizable in Morse because it was simply three dots, three dashes and three dots.
The Titanic's sister ship,the Olympic,was
more than 500 miles away but heard the SOS
and informed other ships,telling them Titanic
had said:"We have struck an iceberg."
Then the Olympic reported the Titanic as
saying it was putting passengers offin small
boats in clear and calm weather.
After that the Titanic fell silent
Among those lost was its captain, Edward Smith, and U.S. millionaires Col.
John Jacob Astor, mining magnate Benjamin Guggenheim,Isidore Straus of Macy's and Pennsylvania Railroad vice president J.B. Thayer.
Seven hundred survivors were rescued
from lifeboats by the Carpathia, which took
them to New York.
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Bring your plastic six ptck carriers to the ResLife
Redemption Center wh& you return your bottles
and cars. It's located at the rear of Stewart
Commons, open Monday through Friday from 7am
to 6pm and on Saturdays from 10:30am to 6pm.
!trough t in you by Means Recycles, Res Lee
Dining Servidest, and TW 11I-02ne

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc., Macintosh is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer,Inc., UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories,
Inc. PATHWORICS and the Digital Logo are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation, X Windows is•registered trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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•Enviromental research

UMaine researchers may pave way to recycling

By Mike Werts
Staff Writer

Thanks to research by engineers at the
University of Maine, motorists may soon
be
able to reuse their tires.
Researchers in the civil engineering department are currently working on a mean
s of
recycling the tires; shredding them in a chipping machine and using them as
roadbed,
according to Dana Humphrey, assistant professor of civil engineering.
Humphrey said the research is funded by
the Maine Department of Transportation and
the New England Transportation Consortium
.
According to Warren Foster, research
and development engineer at the Maine Department of Transportation, over 50 million
tires are piled up throughout the state,creat
ing
a fire hazard and a waste disposal problem.
"We're looking at waysto getrid ofthem,"
he said.
Humphrey said one of the benefits of

using tire chips is their weight.
-The chips are only one third of the
weight of gravel, and that helps minimize
settlement on soft surfaces," he said. "It

Shredding tires and then
using them as roadbed
may help reduce the 50
million tires piled
through Maine
would be especially beneficial in the coastal
region, where most of the land consists
of
underlying soft clay."
Tom Sandford,assistant professor ofcivil
engineering, said although an engineer's
choice of tire chips is not based on "relative

economics" alone, chips may be less expensive than alternative roadbeds.
The cost of the chips is governed by
demand for them in alternative uses such as
fuel and asphalt,according to Humphrey. He
said the price is approximately $12 - $20 per
cubic yard.
Foster said the research done at UMaine is
only part of a larger project involving tire chips.
The other pert involves a study of chips as an
insulating layerattheCold Regions Researeh and
Engineering Lab in Hanover, New Hampshire.
A field trial is planned on a 600-foot
stretch of Route9between Bangor and Calais
this summer.
"We can put up to 150,000 tires to use on
this small embankment," Foster said.
Foster added the use of chips as roadbed
is more economical than fuel or asphalt additive, where the tires must be ground into a fine
powder.
"It's also much simpler," he said.
Although there has been no widespread

tires

Dana Humphrey, assistant professor
of civil engineering holds a handful of
recyclable tire chips.(Desberg photo.)
use of tire chips in Maine so far, there is
interest in other states, Sandford said.
—The use ofthis isjust beginning," he said.

•Israeli politics

Israeli radicals
scuffle with police
JERUSALEM(AP)— About a half-dozen members of the radical Kach movement
lunged at Labor Party leader Yitzhak Rabin
and scuffled with police Tuesday as Rabi
n
campaigned in an outdoor market,police said.
Rabin was not injured, but a policeman
was hospitalized for head injuries, polic
e
spokeswoman Anat Granit said.
Three of Kach supporters were taken into
custody,police said. Noneofthem wasarmed.
Rabin,70, was shaking hands with vegetable and housewares vendors while campaigning in the Mahane Yehuda market with
Jenisalem Mayor Teddy Kollek when the
incident occurred.
The Kach followers lunged at Rabin's entourage, as he greeted the vendors. Polic
e
pushed the Kach supporters away.
Rabin,who was prime ministerfrom 1974
to 1977 and defense minister from 1984
until
1990,hopes to unseat the ruling Likud bloc
of
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir in natio
nal
elections June 23.
The Labor Party supports a land-for-peace
settlement with Israel's Arab neighbors.
Grant said the young assailants apparently
were members of Kahane Lives,an offsh
oot of
the Kach movement that the late Rabb
i Meir
Kahane founded. Kahane Lives is head
ed by
Kahane's son, Benjamin Zeev Kahane.
The Kach movement advocates expelling
all Arabs from the Jewish state, inclu
ding
those who live in the Israeli-occupied
West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

Getfinancial aid
when you need it most.
After you graduate.
Life doesn't suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
There are the challenges of
starting a career,getting settled in a new
apartment and doing it all within your budg
et.
So to help you out, we put together the
AT&T Moving Ahead Program.
When you sign up• we'll send you a $5
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling?*
And every time
you mow and choose AT&T or switch from anot
her long
distance company, you'll get even more savin
gs benefits.
Since you'll probably be traveling more,you'll
also
get an AT&TCalling Cani sent to you,free.
It helps make

calling from payphones easier
and you don't have to replace it when you mow.
You'll also have the opportunity
to saw on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&
TReach Out*America
Calling Plan
Even our Moving Ahead newsl
etter can help. Besides being full of tips on things
like managing your
money and job hunting, it incl
udes chances to saw
on the latest clothes, your
favorite CDs and more.
Just call 1 800662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
Moving Ahead Thogram.
And get a little extra
help after school.

Buy any Footiong
Sub with a
Medium Drink and
get the second
Sub tor 99*

AT&T

•••••••••
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General Student Senate
dents during New Student
Orientation."
"We see it as a giving
a woman the
ability to say 'NO'," said
senator Jill Harmon."Sort of a woman's
empowerment."
The program will be hos
ted by campus
leaders, people recognize
d on campus.
UMaine hockey coach Sha
wn Walsh and
members of Athletes for
Sexual Responsibility have volunteered.
The senate voted to pass the
resolution,
22 to two, with no abstentions.
Some students have asked
the GSS to do
something about ROTC,whi
ch in following
Department Of Defense
policy will not allow homosexuals tojoin. Since
the GSS has
no power to affect ROTC itself,
it had to find
another way.

19
from page 1

The GSS decided to "send
a letter to the
Maine congressional dele
gation, urging support of House Resoluti
on 271 and Senate
Resolution 236." These
resolutions call for
President Bush to rescind
DOD policy baffing
homosexuals from serving
in the military.
Responding to the possible
recreation of
a towing policy on cam
pus, the GSS will
send a letter to Presiden
t Hutchinson, the
Parking Coordinator and
the director of
Public Safety, expressing
opposition.
The Guest Lecture Series
announced a
new speaker coming to
UMaine. Nadine
Strossen, the first woman to
serve as president of the American Civil
Liberties Union,
will be speaking Monday,
April 27 in 101
Neville at 8 p.m.

BecomeCtberrerf LOVer:
Males,learn about your sex
uality,attend Dr. Bernie
Zilbergeld's lecture in the Da
mn Yankee tomorrow
at 7:00pm. Women,you're we
lcome too.

,1/411,

Looking down on Earth

Having a Bad Hair Day?

Tanya, at Sandy's Hair Shop,
1002 Olive St. Veazie(2 mi. pas
t the
Oronoka) is offering a Spring Specia
l.
Mention this ad and get your firs
t cut for only $5.00, first highlighting
Or
perm for only $25.00.(cut includ
ed)
New Foiling technique available.
Call today for an appointment 942
-1423 and ask for Tanya.

William Muelberger, professor
of Geological Sciences, Universit
y of Tex
Austin lectures on, "Studing the
Earth from the perspective of the asShuttle," Monday at Little Hall.
Space
(Adams photo.)

SENIOR FORMAL
May 1st Black Bear Inn
$10 per person/ $15 per couple
9am - lpm buses will be provid
ed.
Tickets go on sale in the Union,
April 23.

MUST PRESENT TICKET'S AT
DOOR

What is the True Motivation behi
nd the
Insistence in believing in Evolut
ion?
Why were Hitler and Lenin
Avowed Evolutionists?

EVOLU

CONSPIRACY

Is Peace 6z Justice Possible
in El Salvador?
Slide & Lecture by photo
journalist Jim Harney

VllIDIW TUOIENTACHT
Thisfilm unmasks the myths and unscientific speculations
that attempt to give credence to this theory, a theog which
has collapsed and is in need ofa decent burial.

April 16, 7:30pm, Damn Yankee

Thursday, April 16th 12:20pm
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
-46

Sponsored by the Center for Studen
t Services, UM Cooperative
Extension Service and the Student Lea
dership Committee. Member
s:
Beth EmerineCrane, Julie Lavopa, Jim
Moorhead and Bill Reed.
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•WMEB

Maine Masque Radio Theater brin
gs

drama back to the air

By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer

Maine Masque Radio Theater has no
fixed structure; people are chosen accordin
g
to the needs of the script, like any othe
r
Before television replaced radio as
the theater production.
dominant form of entertainment, the
ShadThis current script has six actors, one
ow knew what lurked in the hearts
of men. writer/director, one sound effe
cts engineer
The sounds of the Lone Ranger ridi
ng into and a technical director.
the sunset on Silver conjured vivi
d images
The actors, Sean Cooper, Michael
for families gathered around the wire
less.
Gaffney, John Geoffrion, William Gra
sso,
That lost theater form is reemergin
g at Lisa Hunt and Kellie Terriault are
all stuthe University of Maine.
dents from various majors.
According to advertisements, Mai
ne
Sound effects are handled by Drew Dou
Masque Radio Theater is guaranteed
to of- glass. Both Douglass and Jackso
n sit in a
fend at least 88.9 percent of the list
ening separate studio from the actors,
mixing in
audience.
the sound effects and playing incident
al
After a rushed bit of last minute advi
ce music.
and instructions from writer/director
Paul
"There are a lot of technical problems
,"
Jackson, it's air time.
Jackson said."I have to play the organ mus
ic
"I'm calm. I'm perfectly calm. Real
ly," live and also help with the sound effe
cts."
one of the actors said.
Jackson and Douglass sit in the separate
The announcer takes the microphon
e.
studio surrounded by tapes, tape cartridg
es,
"And now it's time for another epis
Sean Cooper, Mike Gaffney,
ode Jackson's mini Casio keyboard,
Kelly Therriault, Lisa Hunt, Joh
and
n
Geo
the
ffrion and of... So You Think Your Life Suck
Paul Jackson perform the Maine
s."
equipment and wiring to put it all on the
Masque Radio Theater.(Rosen
air.
photo.)
"It's pretty much by force of will that
we're getting this together," Gaffney
1'14 IN(.H)!
said.
/ St) I \I) 14 1. 1 1 14 F.A
"Ou
r first show we didn't use any sound
ll \ I I \
1. S 1 1 \(.
effects, because the script didn't call
for it.
But now we really have to work to get
things
right."
Irregular practice times, from midn
ight
to 2 a.m., had to be held in order to
stay on
schedule.
This show is an audio spoof on soa
p
operas, and its characters have nam
es like
"Taffi," "Shaft," "Crack," "Bambi
" and
"Berk."
Lines like "What took you so won
g, my
widdle Shaftywafty?" and "Say,
what's a
pretty little tamale like you doing
in a nasty
ol' place like Dick's Bar, eh?" pep
per the
broadcast's dialogue.
The first show was well received.
"It's a brand new medium for peop
le to
listen to," Hunt said.
Anyone interested in participatin
g in,or
writing for, Maine Masque Rad
io Theater
should contact Bill Grasso,Box 116
,DTA V,
through campus mail.
retirement to be the time ofyour
life, you
can add up quickly.
have to dream a little—about the
things
What else makes SRAs
you've always wanted to do: trav
•Education
el, explore,
so special? A broad range
start a business. Just imagine...
of allocation choices, from
With a dream and a plan, you can
make it
the safety of TIAA to the
happen. Your pension and Soci
al Security
investment accounts of
should provide a good
CREF's variable annuity;
basic retirement income,
no sales charges; a variety of way
s to receive
but what about all those
income, including annuities, pay
ments over a
extras that make your
fixed period, or cash. You may
also be
dreams possible? You'll
borrow against your SRA accumula able to
tion
probably need some
before you retire.'
additional savings.
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)—
All this, plus the top investme
The state's
nt manageTHE DREAM IS YOUR OW
plans for dividing $515 mill
ment that has helped make TIA
N.
ion in education
A-C
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH
REF
the
THE PLAN.
largest retirement system in the
aid next year could draw
country.
a lawsuit from
TIAA-CREF Supplemental Reti
So
star
t
dre
ami
prop
ng
erty-rich cities and towns
and planning for the time
rement
who feel
Annuities(SRAs),tax-deferred annu
of
you
r life. Because the sooner you
they're not getting a fair cut
ities for
start your
of
people like you in education and
the
SRA
money.
,
the
grea
ter
your savings and your retireresearch, are
Portland and other south=
a good way to save for retirement
ment will be.
Maine comand save
munities long have compla
on taxes now. SRAs are easy—you
ined about getting
make contributions through your institution
comparatively small shares of
state money
before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less
for education and are worr
tax now.
ied that next year's
You pay no tax th
START PLANNING FOR
allocation will be even less
THE
than normal.
TIME OF YOUR LIFE,
your SRA contributions
TODAY.
Gary Wood,Portland's atto
For
your
free TIAA-CREF Suppleme
rney, has reand earnings until you
ntal
quested information from
Retirement Annuity Kit. send
receive them as income.
this coupon tothe
stat
e about its
TlAA -CREE Dept.QC.730
complicated subsidy formula
Third Avenue.
And saving regularly
Nev. York. NY 10017 Or can
to
dete
rmine
1
800 842-2733, Ext. 8016
if there are grounds for
means your contribu.
a lawsuit.
Nene
(Menu print)
tions and their earnings
"I'm sure that South Port
land would be
inte
rested in going in on it with
Adminme
them," said
Mary Kahl,South Portland
's attorney."PeoCaw
ple are pretty mad."
Stole
ZLp l'ode
Ensuring the future
lisourison(F ull name)
Kahl said about half of the
50 states are
now involved in legal batt
for those who shape itr
les over how state
nue
flayigme
aid to public schools is
(
distributed.
TIAA-CREF Pareworsisi
Under Maine's formula,
Sorra See-away*
0 Yr" 0 No
communities
•Depending upon your instuu
with high property valu
ttont plan
the
nate
you
live
in
atio
CR
annuit
ns
Tar more complete infornution. tnelocl
receive less
tee are dtstributed by TIAA
ing charges and expeneen call I SOO
-CREF IntlIvnival S Inetou
money than "property-po
642-2733,Ent 6609 be prospe
t tonal Semmes.
ctus Reuel the proapeetus
C
or" towns in rural
carefully before you
Must or bend money.
areas where real estate has
a lower valuation.

WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING
RETIREMENT WITH /OUR EYES CLOSFOR
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State education
funding may
draw lawsuits
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•Health

Alzheimer's
victims often
wander
By Heidi Nolte Brown
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND,Va.(AP)—Ruth Johnson
installed deadbolt locks on the doors at her
home, but they weren't intended to keep
intruders out.
She was trying to keep her husband inside.
Nelson Johnson was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease nearly a decade ago. A
dangerous symptom of the neurological disorder is wandering. Patients don't know
where they are going. They don't know
where they live or who they are, and are
unable to ask for help.
Some are found quickly. Some are never found.
Alzheimer's is "a terrible experience to
go through," Mrs. Johnson said from her
farm in Gretna in southern Virginia. "It's
such a confusing disease."
Wandering is so serious a problem that the
Alzheimer's Association developed a Wanderer's Alert Program to find missing patients
and reunite them with their families.
The program was created after a New
York man with Alzheimer's wandered
away from his home in March 1988 and
died from exposure.
Alzheimer's is a progressive, irreversible
disease for which there is no known cause or
cure. The di VtaSe takes three to 20 years to run
its course, and ultimately leads to death.
In addition to wandering,symptomsinclude
gradual niernory loss,impairmentofjudgment,
disorientation, personality change,difficulty in
learning and loss of language skills
Mrs. Johnson said neighbors didn't understand why her husband would wander the
cow pastures in the dead of winter dressed
only in pajamas and slippers. She couldn't
explain why he'd get up at 4 a.m. and start
chopping wood even though their home had
gas heat.
"It was kind ofembarrassing at first," she
said. Her husband died at 79 after suffering a
series of strokes in May 1988.
The Wanderer's Alert Program was set up
in November 1989 with a $300,000 grant
from the Harry B. Helmsley Foundation Inc.
Since then, it has been involved in 130 cases
of missing Alzheimer's patients.
"It's been remarkably successful," said
John A.Jager,executive directorofthe group's
New York City chapter and one of the program's founders.
"You become the glue that puts the family
back together," he said.
Individuals who are registered with the
program wear identification bracelets that has
the person's first name,the words "memory
impaired," and a telephone hot line number.
Personal information and namesand phone
numbers of care givers are entered into a
centralized computer registry. The program
also provides Wanderer's patches for outer
clothing and iron-on labels with the same
information.
The Chicago-based Alzheimer's Association has 214 chapters nationwide. Of those,
28 havejoined the Wanderer's Akrt network,
Jager said.
So far, 2,000 Alzheimer's patients have
been registered in the network.
Nationwide,4 million people suffer from
Alzheimer's. Each year, 150,000 die of the
disease or its consequences. It is the fourthleading causeofdeath among American adults
after heart disease, cancer and stroke
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Howard Zinn

from page I

thought was Japan, the natives were friendly constant throughout
American history," he
"When people are seen as less than human
and generous.The Spaniards repaid this gener- said. "There
is a connection between the then it becomes possible to do anything to
osity by shipping 500ofthem to Spain as slaves glorification of Columbus
and the glorifica- them," he said.
since gold was scarce. When resistance even- tion of patriotism."
Zinn finished his lecture on an optimistic
tually began, the superior arms of the EuropeThe Spanish American War and the take- note, noting how changes in the teaching
of
ans resulted in a"an orgy ofdeath and torture." over ofthe Philippines were
used as examples history are becoming common across the
Fifty years after Columbus' first landing, ofAmerican "imperialism"around
the turn of nation.
the population of Hispaniola(later called Hai- the century.
"I think it's encouraging that the story is
ti), where the Spaniards started their early
Zinn made several comments about the beginning to be told in a different way.
empire, was almost totally wiped out.
Gulf War,saying the Iraqis were almost total"We don't want the next century to be a
Zinn said the common myths about Co-- ly ignored by the media and the
American century like this one,we want it to be a century
lumbus as a hero have arisen because of people,and this ignorance was similar
to past for the human race," Zinn said.
tradition and because to question them ques- episodes in the history of the United
States.
The lecture was organized by the Maine
tioned the rightness of the Western ideology
"The Iraqis were grouped together as an Peace Action Committee and the Maine
of expansionism.
entity behind the figure of Saddam Hussein, Coalition on Central America as part of
"This is the one story that has remained they were dehumanized in the people's minds.
Central America Week.

COME
SUMMER
WITH
US

If you live, work, or vacation in southern
Maine, and you are a full-time student, parttime learner, or professional seeking continuing
education or certification, take advantage of
UNE's courses in humanities, social services,
education, and life sciences offered from midMay to mid-August. Also, ask about a unique
European travel course (for humanities credit)
at exceptionally low cost leaving mid-May for
two weeks. Call 283-0171, ext. 256 for
information and a complete summer schedule.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND
Continuing Education
Biddeford, Maine

Our only requirement a
Thoreau
Call us Ishmaels.
Scribes! Live by the pen! The Maine Campus
Ad Department, set sail upon a sea of
insertion orders, has begun a maniacal
hunt for one whale of a writer.
Perne in a(lyre.
Do not scoff—Scotty Fitzgerald initially made ends meet by writing copy
(everything he did, he did it for Zelda). Imagine yourself reworking that
tiny ad promoting the local pizzeria,
layering it with symbols, imagery
irony, themes, metaphors, black olives
and extra cheese! Let Val and Rustum
bluster as they will, you can produce ads
with assonance!
A poore scoler, hadde lerned art,
but al his fantasye was paste-upp.
Where is it said an ad cannot reflect a little
Whitman? A thought of Twain? An undertone of Sexton? Once told, we shall wear the
bottoms of our trousers rolled.

From Virginia to Tennessee to Yoknapatawpha?
For the truest advertising is the most feigning, and
English majors are given to advertising; and
what they swear in advertising may be said as
English majors they do feign.
Because Shelley once said, "Yellow,
and black, and pale, and hectic red."
No restrictions apply. Versatile when it
comes to verse-makers, we have been
known to hire a Spenser with or
without work-study. And while our
work schedules are mostly flexible,
epic editions often require a long day's
journey into night. Lament!
So,yosere Oates.
1)escend into our Lord Hall basement
office, or dial 581-1273. Have Bard
Bartholomew leaf through your current
journal scribblings. He may just make
these halls your new home, your cabin in the
woods on Walden.(Isn't it pretty to think so?)

The Maine Campus
Advertising Department

The place with spaces to fill.

„
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•International students

Intensive En
By Kirsten Kelly
Volunteer Writer
Reiko Yamada wants to learn English.
She has spent the last eight months studying at the Intensive English Institute, learn
ing everything from synonyms to prepositions, but it hasn't been enough.
"I want to try to understand American
jokes," Yamada said.
Yamada, who is Japanese, is one of 49
international students studying at the University of Maine's Intensive English Institute.
Valeria Leite is also a student at 1E1. She
came from Brazil in January with hopes of
learning enough English to enter UMaine's
graduate school.She had previously studied
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. She said she
likes Orono but it wasn't what she expected.
"I thought Orono would be better," Leite
said. "It's just too small."
For the past five years, students from all
over the world have landed at Bangor Inter
-

h Institute opens doors to communication

national Airport with a stamped passport
and an English dictionary. From there they
go to 1E1, an institute that operates in four
quarterly terms and a summer program.
This term the institute has students from
such countries as Saudi Arabia,Puerto Rico,
Oman,Honduras and Japan. Almost halfthe
students are Japanese.
"The Japanese have always had a tremendous interest in the U.S.," Tim Maciel,
1E1 director, said.
"They have so much self-confidence.
They don't have to worry about losing their
Japaneseness while taking on the American
culture," Maciel said.
Many 1E1 students may have more problems to worry about than the average American student. Foreign students often find it
hard to make friends with Americans, and
many spend most of their time with other
foreigners.
Leite said she spends most of her
time outside of school with her Brazilian

roommate. She said there are a lot of
cultural differences separating Amencans and Brazilians.
"People are afraid to show their feelings
here. If I feel angry,I show this," Leite said.
"I think here people keep it to themselves."
Maciel said making friends is hard for
foreign students because people are coming
from two totally different worlds,
"Once you get past the novelty of a
foreign person," Maciel said, "then comes
the real work."
Many foreign students are also surprised
at the impressions Americans have about
their countries.
Mesheal Al-Asfoor, an 1E1 student from
Kuwait, was surprised at the ideas Americans had about Middle East countries.
"Many people think that this is the only
modern country in the world," Al-Asfoor
said. "They have bad impressions about
Middle East countries who really are trying
so hard to change this impression."

•Literary award

Foreign students also have to get beyond
stereotypical ideas they have about the U.S.
"I thought Americans would be eating
hot dogs all day," Yamada said.
Students are surprised at the amount of
freedom American students have. Many
spent their first night in America with a
roommate who stayed up all night partying
in the room.
"They are a little afraid, they're not exactly sure of their rights," Mary Joan Reutter, an IEI teacher and student advisor
said.'They don't know that they can go to
the R.A."
Yamada, Leite and Al-Asfoor will each
go their separate ways in May. But the
summer will bring new faces and languages
to Orono.
As for Yamada, she will keep trying to
learn American jokes.
"If I could understand everything,then I
could make more friends and hang out with
the Americans," she said.

Eudora Welty recieves Rea Award on 83rd

birthday

JACKSON, Miss.(AP) On her 83rd the
prize was announced ahead of schedule shelt
ered life. A sheltered life can be a
birthday, author Eudora Welty was named
Past honors have included the Pulitzer
to mark Welty's birthday.
daring life as well."
winner of the $25,000 Rea Award for the
Prize,the National Medal for Literature and
The citation from the award's three-memHer stories about the characters in a the
Short Story.
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
ber jury reads: "Surely, no one in our time
small Mississippi town brought her early
"I was amazed. It came out of the blue
Established in 1986,the Rea Award was
has contributed more to the extraordinary
recognition. Her first short story,"Death of
sky," Welty said from her Jackson home on
founded by book and art collector Michael
power and beauty of the American short
a
Traveling Salesman," was published in Rea.
Monday,the day the prize was announced in
This year's jurors were writers Ann
story than Eudora Welty."
1936. It was later included in her collection
New York by the Dungannon Foundation.
Beattie and Russell Banks and Esquire MagBorn in Jackson and still living in the
"A Curtain of Green," which was repub"I'm delighted. How could I not be?"
azine fiction editor L. Rust Hills.
house her parents built, Welty once delished in a 50th anniversary edition last year
Awards spokeswoman Lisl Cade said scrib
Previous winners were Cynthia Ozick,
ed herself as "a writer who came of a by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
Donald Barthel me and Joyce Carol Oates.

Granolas and
Smokestacks
Advancing Public Policies in Maine that
Integrate Economic Growth with
Environmental Preservation

a

An Address by

Jasper S. Wyman
Executive Director
Christian Civic League of Maine
Former candidate for the U.S. Senate
8:30pm - 1:00am
Free Admission
Sponsored hi Cr

of Student GrAvrnment

April 15, 1992
8:00 pm
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
tx •
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•Abortion

Both sides ofabortion question preparing for conflict in NY
By David Germain

Associated Press Writer
BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP)— Abortion foes
are holding training sessions in passive resistance. Abortion-rights forces,meanwhile,are
teaching volunteers how to run a blockade.
Both sides say they'll be ready when Operation Rescue launches large-scale demonstrations at Buffalo's abortion clinics beginning Monday.
The national anti-abortion group said the
protests will be patterned after the seven-week
siege ofWichita,Kan.,clinics last summer that

resulted in 2,600 arrests. Both sides expect a room in a YMCA, its walls papered with
thousands of people to come to Buffalo.
posters reading "You're Not in Kansas Any"This a critically volatile situation," said mar." They air holding sessions on how to
Isabel Marcus,an attorney for the Pro-Choice shield women entering clinics ringed
with
Network of Western New York. "All you demonstrators.
need is one provocateur in the crowd and the
"We have a responsibility to defend these
whole thing is going to explode."
clinics," said Sharon Fawley, a leader of
Anti-abortion organizers are working out Buffalo United for Choice, a group formed
of a suburban church, training people in civil after Operation Rescue announced it would
disobedience.
target the city.
"They've never been able to keep the
Mayor lames Griffin, an abortion oppoabortion mills open when we come," Opera- nent who displays graphic anti-abortion matetion Rescue founder Randall Terry said.
rial in his office, invited Operation Rescue to
Abortion-rights activists are operating outof stage a Wichita-style protest He said police

would treatdemonstrators"withcompassion."
Operation Rescue leaders also said they
chose Buffalo because it has a large number of
Roman Catholics.
There are about a half-dozen abortion
clinics in Buffalo. Abortions also are performed at hospitals and a few doctors' offices.
Anti-abortion activists claimed a victory
when a doctor said he would shut down one of
his two offices because of the protest and
another said he was going on vacation Monday.
Dr. Barnett Slepian said he will close his
office in suburban Amherst to avoid inconveniencing other doctors in his building.

• Allen
Ginsberg
"Poetry Reading"(from his own works)
Thursday, April 16, 8pm, 101 Neville Hall
Free to students and campus community.
"Tribute to Louis Ginsberg"
Friday, April 17, 8pm, 101 Neville Hall
Donations accepted.

Rock to the sounds of two live bands with Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Nu

Pig Roast Spring Fest
April 18th at Sigma Nu
Noon - 6pm

Notice to all

Clubs
Funded by Student Government
Deadline to submit check
requests is

April 24th.
Call Student Government at x1775 to make
arrangements for bills not yet received!!
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•Politics

This'mite' work

Libertarian party candidate
cleared ofcorruption charges
MANCHESTER,N.H.(AP)— Libertarian Party presidential nominee Andre Marrou
received a vote of confidence from the party
national committee after a seven-hour meeting on charges of corruption and misconduct,
The Union Leader reported Tuesday.
Marrou was accused of misappropriating
campaign funds for personal use, missing
child support payments in Massachusetts
many years ago,and a sweetheart deal with a
property appraiser several years ago when he
resided in Alaska, the newspaper said.
The charges were leveled by Michael
Emerling,a former chief of staff to Marrou,

in a 33-page report sent to national committee members the night before the committee's weekend meeting in Arm Arbor, Mich.
Emerling asked that the committee remove
Marrou as the party's residential candidate,
but the 15 members of the 18-member committee who voted disagreed.
Nancy Gingell,the party's national chairman, said the committee "unanimously reiterated our full support" for Marrou, the
newspaper said.
But she said the panel also decided that
to "keep a closer eye" on a campaign staff
she admitted was rife with dissension.

straight from their debut at Boston's Symphony Hall

•iro

Berklee Virtual
Orchestra
will perform a FREE concert
Saturday, April 18th 8pm
Eastman Kodak Company's
Center for Creative Imaging
51 Mechanic Street Camden ME
The c. :r invites you to an evening concert-demonstrat
ion by an ensemble
of vin .o musicians and "intelligent" computerized instru
ments from
Bostol Berklee College of Musk'. the nation's largest
musk school.
Preset :g their unique perspective on the use of digital
will bi WO members Dennis Thunriond (acoustic and technology in new musi,
MIDI keyboards),
Man t ovuglio(winds and wind contitillers), Dean Ander
son (percussion
and KA 1. MIDI mallet controller), and Rwhard Bollanger
(Mathews
ton)

Space is limited.
To reserve a place or for more information call 207-2
36-7400.

John Clark intorduces cultured predatory mites into young chrysanthemum plantsatthe Roger Clapp Greenhouse.This procedure is part of a pest
management control system being
tried at the Greenhouse. Predatory

MAINE DAY 1992

Learn.

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION

Save the Environment

Faculty Service Projects

and earn $2500-3500

Hey,Faculty! Administration! Let us help you fix-up,clean-up,
paint,
renovate,and otherwise "rescue"any work/office area you haven
't had
the time nor resources to address.The process is painless.We
provide
the student workers,you provide the supervision and the paint
(if
necessary).

this summer.

NAME:

On-Campus Students

ORGANIZATION:

Maine Day is here to stay as long as you haul yourselfout of bed and
participate in the campuscleaning.The work is not as bad as it might
seem—itcan even befun if you can get a group offriends together.If
you can't find a project around your residence hall,we will find you
ane.

ADDRESS:

Off-Campus Students

PROJECT

Your help is also needed.Pick your location—you can work an oncampus project or on a special community service project in Orono
or
OldTown.

Re 'mnber—you must sign up to be counted! We are
fil , a report so that we'll all be able to see a Maine
Di '93—every single signature is critical. Don't forget
to ;n up!

Because Maine Matters

mites devour delicate grain mites also
in the mixture causing thier population to increase.The increased population of predatory mites attacks the
destructive thrips which feed on the
plants.(Howland photo.)

National campaign positions to
promote comprehensive recycling,
pesticide reform and curb the
greenhouse effect. Available in 29
states, Cape Cod and D.C. Campus
Interviews 4/15 and 4/16.
Call Jamie:

1-800-75-EARTH-

50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY

'OF STUDENTS:

Check here if you are
El reque
sting student
help for project.
Return to:
Maine Day Service Project
Student Government Office
581-1775

on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples

GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. Main Si• Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

,4401111,ASO-
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SportsNews 1

• Montgomery named 1992-93 UMaine Hockey captain
• Carnesseca retires as basketball coach at St John's
• When will UMaine baseball and softball play at home?

The Campus •UMaine Hockey
Sports Ticker Montgomery named '92-93 Black Bear
NBA Player of the Week
Boston Celtics guard Reggie Lewis,
who averaged 28 points and 6.8 rebounds
in four victories last week, was named
NBA Player of the Week.

captain; Pellerin to have No.8 retired
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor

For Scott Pellerin
and Jim MontgomAL Player of the Week
ery, Saturday's University of Maine
Oakland Athletics first baseman Mark
hockey banquet was
McGwire, who hit five home runs in his
a night to remember.
first six games of the season, was named
Pellerin, the 1992
AL Player of the Week. McGwire was 9
Hobey Baker Award winner, will become
for 20 with two doubles and nine RBIs.
the first player in the 15-years of Black Bear
hockey to have his number(8)retired before
Stars & Stripes advances
next season.
Only four other UMaine athletes have
Dennis Conner's Stars & Stripes deever had their numbers retired. Men's basfeated Bill Koch's Kanza in a suddenketball player Skip Chapelle (#34), womdeath sail-off to advance the best-of-13
en's basketball players Emily Ellis (#40)
America's Cup defender final.
and Liz Coffin (#44)along with men's socConner kept alive his chance to comcer goalkeeper Jeff Strong are the others.
pete in his fifth consecutive America's
As for Montgomery, the junior was
Cup final, leading wire-to-wire to beat
named captain of the 1992-93 version of the
Kanza around the eight-leg, 20.03-mile
UMaine hockey team while Dave LaCoucourse by 2 minutes, 12 seconds. The
ture, Dan Murphy and Chris Imes will serve
final is scheduled to begin Saturday. -V as his assistant captains.
Stars & Stripes finished the semifiIt will be the first time in Shawn Walsh's
nals with six points and America3 and. tenure as Black Bear Coach
that one person
Kanza each had five points. Koch, awl' will serve as the teams'
captain.
president of the America3 Foundation,
Montgomery is coming off a season
must decide by noon Friday which yacht
which saw him lead UMaine in scoring with
— Kanza or America3 — will face Stars
21 goals and 44 assists in 37 games.
& Stripes.
The captain is voted on by the players
The defender will face either Italy's II
and accoiding to Montgomery it "is a great
Mom di Venezia or New Zealand, which
honor" for that reason.
open the best-of-9challengerfinal Sunday.
Pellerin, meanwhile, was unable to attend the end of the season banquet because
he is playing for the Utica Devils of the
To acco—Bad, bad, bad
Jim Montgomery,shown here in the Hockey East Championship victory over UNH,
American Hockey League, the top farm
has been named captain of the 1992-93 UMaine hockey team.(Kiesow photo)
Little League baseball players often
team of the NHL New lois' ey Devils.
dream of hitting a home run to win the
The senior from Shediac, NB., who
"It's been a great four-years," Pellerin favorite player), Mike Barkley (Academic
World Series, but there's one part of thn
scored his first goal as a professional in said early last week. "I'll always remember
Achievement Award), Scott LaGrand of
game league officials would like them
Utica's 6-5 overtime loss to Binghamton in the people I've met here and wouldn't have
Boston
College (Most Honored Opponent),
forget — chewing tobacco.
Game Two of an AHL quarterfinal game changed a thing....except for winning the
Kent Salfi (Stein Award—for team humorWith studies showing more young+ Sunday, was also named the Black Bears' national championsh
ip."
ist), Murphy (Most Inspirational Award),
sters dipping into smokeless tobacco;
co-MVP along with goalie Garth Snow,
Other award winners at the banquet in- Imes (Outstanding Defensive Player), PaU.S. Secretary of Health and Humanti who posted a 25-4-2 record with a sparkling cluded Cal Ingraham(Gary Thome
Award—
Services Louis Sullivan announced a.'
2.44 goals against average.
See HOCKEY on page 28
given to the Friend's of Maine Hockey's
campaign Monday to discourage kids
from the habit.
"Unfortunately, the association of •College Basketball
baseball and tobacco use goes back virtually to the beginning of the game,"Sullivan said in a speech to the Little League
arrived at over the past two weeks, did sur- who have made it."
By Jim O'Connell
International Congress, meeting in Bosprise many in college basketball. It was asAP Basketball Writer
His players have included Chris Mullin,
ton this week.
sumed by many that Carnesecca would be Walter Berry, Mark Jackson.
Little League officials joined SulliNEW YORK(AP)— Lou Camesecca's back for a 25th season next year, especially
His coaching bloodline was even more
van in announcing the program, which
smile was widestand mostsincere.It wasalso when he didn't dwell on the subject of retire- impressive as he was an assistant to Joe
wi4 Cht1.4110.
contagious.
ment after the Redmen lost to Tulane in the Lapchick for eight seasons before taking over
tO 12
He announced Monday that he would first round of the NCAA tournament.
for him in 1965.
retire as coach of the Si John's Redmen.
"Now is the perfect time and there's no
"I learned more when Coach Lapchick
After 24 seasons on the collegiate sidelines, specific reason,"Carneseccasaid.—Thisdidn't cleared his throat than I could have at any
each ending in postseason play, the 67-year- happen when!got hit with a bolt oflightning." clinic," Carnesecca said.
old Camesecca said he was ready to move on.
The announcement was madeexactly four
Will the assistant promoted sceanrio conAnd when he smiled and said he was glad weeks before Cameseca's induction into the tinue? Brian Mahoney,who's been with Carabout it, you believed him.
Basketball Hall of Fame. At least the plaque nesecca for 16 seasons, would be next in line.
"I think you heard me say many times it won't have to be changed. He finished with a
"I hope my able assistant will get the
would be tough to put the ball down, but the 526-200record,including 1820-win seasons. fullestconsideration,"Camesecca said,soundtime has come," he told a packed on-campus Of the 24 postseason tournaments, 18 were ing ever the diplomat."Everyone knows how
news conference. "You know why? Two the NCAA, with the best showing 1985, his I feel and who I want there next year."
very simple reasons. I still have half my only Final Four berth.
St. John's president Rev. Donald J. Harmarbles and No. 2, I still have a wonderful
"The games, the kids, the practices — rington said no wad on asuccesoror how one
taste in my mouth about basketball
that's something I'll miss, and I don't know would be selected would come until today at
"Ills was not an easy decision, but the how much," he said."I'll coach a few all-star the earliest so Camesecca could enjoy the day.
decision has been all mine."
teams and still watch every game,but it won't
Harrington named Camesecca an assistant
The decision, which Camesecca said he be easy. It's been so good and it's the players to the president for community relations.

RACK BEAR

ti

Carnesseca steps down after 24 years at St. John's
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•America's Cup Defender series

Conner steers Stars & Stripes to victory
By Bernie Wilson
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Dennis Conner
wasn't about to surrender his title of Mr.
America's Cup.
Conner masterfully sailed Stars & Stripes
to victory in a sudden-death sail-off over Bill
Koch's Kanza on Monday to earn a spot in the
defender finals.
Conner kept alive his chance to sail in five
straight America's Cup fmals, leading wireto-wire to beat Kanza around the eight-leg,
20.03-mile course by 2 minutes, 12 seconds.
Conner's victory also guaranteed that the
best-of-13 defender finals, beginning Saturday, will indeed be a battle.
Had Koch succeeded in locking out Conner, he planned to use the defender finals to
test keels and sails to optimize either Kanza or
America3 (America Cubed) for the America's Cup match.
Koch, the president and skipper of the
America3 Foundation, must decide by noon
Friday which yacht he'll pit against Stars &
Stripes, which was launched a year ago and is
the oldest hull in the regatta.

Koch was guaranteed one spot in the defender finals because he entered two yachts to
Conner's one. America3clinched that spot by
winning five straight races at the end of the
semifinals.
"Gosh, this was a big one," Conner said.
"It's still a struggle and we have a lot of work
to do, but getting rid of one of their boats
certainly is a step in the right direction."
The ultimate defender will face either Italy's11Moro di Venezia or New 7e2land,which
open the best-of-9 challenger final on Sunday.
Kanza was designed for wind over 10
knots and named after the Indians who gave
Koch's home state, Kansas, its name. The
Kanza,now the Kaw Indians, were known as
"the wind people."
Monday's moderate wind ranging from 611 knots favored Stars & Stripes and Conner,
who grew up in San Diego and brought the
America's Cup here in 1987.Conner has won
the Cup three times and lost it once.
Conner made the winning move in the
pre-start maneuver, forcing Kanza to tack
away from the favored right-hand side of the
starting line. Conner protected the position
when the boats crossed for the first time just a

minute into the race, and extended his lead
following a favorable wind shift.
As the wind dropped, Stars & Stripes
reached the weather mark 4:09 ahead of Kanza andjust 4:26 before the 53-minute limitfor
the first leg.
"We expected the wind to go left as the sea
breeze filled in, but we heard from our weather sources that there was more wind on the
right side of the course," Conner said."It was
one ofthose things where we wanted to go left
but stayed to the right of the competition. We
got a real good start and that seemed to put us
in control."
As Stars & Stripes rounded the mark,
Conner went "hunting." He immediately put
Stars & Stripes onto starboard tack, which
gave him the right of way and forced Kanza to
bear away and lose about a boat length.
Stars & Stripes led by 4:19 at the leeward
second mark, and by 1:50 at the windward
third mark as the breeze strengthened. It held
a steady lead through the three reaching legs,
when Koch was at the wheel. Buddy Melges
steered Kanza on the other legs
Conner was an underdog coming alto this
America's Cup.

Baseball is the game ofthe ages. It is played for one and all to see and
enjoy.if you abuse it, it may disappear,but If you treat it properly, it
will serve you with dignity and respect
Kodak's Center for Creative imaging
in Camden, Maine, presents in person

Saturday, April 25

Graham Nash
of Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young
who will present an exhibition of his photographs and a
lecture—
demonstration of Nash Edition's pioneering work in the
digital fine
art printing of artists like David flockney, Robert Frank, Allen
Ginsberg, and Francesco Clemente.

Student Admission $20
Also present for the line Arts and Graham Nash weeke
nd will be
Michael Gosney, editor and publisher of Verbum magazi
ne; Paul
Davis, illustrator and graphic designer; Grant Peterson,
commercial and Fine art photographer; and Alphonse Lucche
se,
president and CEO of Iris Graphics.

To reserve Call Kodak's
Center for Creative Imaging 236-7400

.
1
Major League

Baseball

Teams lam
hot and cold
By Jim Donaghy
AP Baseball Writer
The baseball utason is only a week
old and already the Detroit Tigers are in
danger of falling out of the race. The
first week ofthe season was a tale of hot
and cold for teams and players.
Bill Gullickson,one offour 20-game
winners last season,is0-2for the Tigers
(1-6). He's given up nine runs on 15 hits
in 10 2-3 innings. Detroit starters have
a 9.24 ERA.
The Tigers, who beat Cleveland 7-5
Monday, also started 0-6 in 1959 en
route to a 2-15 record that saw manager
Bill Norman fired and replaced by Jimmy Dykes.
"We're not pressing any more than
we would if we had a win. We always
want to win,"center fielder Milt Cuyler
said.
Kansas City, revamped after trading Bret Saberhagen to the New York
Mets for Kevin McReynolds, Gregg
Jefferies and Keith Miller, dropped to
0-7 with a 6-1 loss to Oakland on
Monday. The Yankees and Blue Jays,
meanwhile, entered Monday night's
game in the SkyDome as baseball's
only undefeated teams.

Insert witty, original ad here
Lots of people stay up late saying witty, original things,
trying to insert witty, original things in the right places,
but down here, we do it for real, and we use computers.
Apple Macs, to be precise, and we could use your help.
The Maine Campus Advertising Dept. is looking for
people to work as ad production assistants.
We're open-minded, and we'd like to hear from you
even if you're tired, poor, huddled, hungry,
even if don't have work study(1).
These are paid positions,
opening for the fall '92 semester.
Come down and apply, in the basement of Lord Hall;
if you wait, we might put someone else in your
space.

BIKES FOR EVERY BUDGET
•

C.

10% off
accessories
with the
purchase of
a new bike

r--

mountain
• road
• cross

36A Main St Orono
866-3525

New Expanded Hours:
Mon. 9-4
Tues.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4

•11111119
• ••
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Major League Baseball

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
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.857
1/2
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1
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Milwaukee
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3 5 .375 2 1/2
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Detroit
2 6 .250 3 1/2
1
6 .143 5 1/2
West Division
W L
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GB
West Division
W L
Oakland
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GB
6
1
.857
San Diego
Texas
5 2 .714
6 2 .750
1/2
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a
4 3 .571
Chicago
1
5 2 .714
Cincinnati
4 4 .500 1112
Minnesota
3 3 .500 21/2
San Francisco
3 3 .500 1 1/2
California
3 4 .429
3
Houston
3 4 .429
Seattle
2
3 5 .375 31/2
Los Angeles
2 5 .286
Kansas City
3
0 7 .000
6
Wedne
sday'
s Games
Tuesday's Games not included
Tuesda
y's Games not included
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta(Leibrandt 1-0)at Cincinnati(Hammond
Baltimore(McDonald 1-0) at Boston (Gardi
ner 1-0), 12:35
1-0), 1:05
Los Angeles(Ojeda 0-1)at Houston(Portu
New York(Perez 1-0)at Toronto(Key 0-0),
gal 0Detroit(King 0-1) at Cleveland (Bell 0-1), 7:35 0), 4:05
7:35 St. Louis(Tewksbury 0-0)at Montre
Seattle (Fleming 0-1)at Chicago (McCas
al(Hill 1-0),
kill 1- 7:35
0), 8:05
Chica
go
(Morg
an 0-1) at Pittsburgh (Tomlin 1Milwaukee(Bones 0-0)at Minnesota(Tapan
i 1- 0), 7:35
0), 8:05
Philadelphia(Abbott0-1)at New York(Gooden
Oakland(Slusarski 1-0)at Kansas City(M.Da
vis 0-1), 7:40
0-1), 8:35
California(Valera 0-0) at Texas(Witt 0-1),8:35 San Diego(Burba 0-1)at San Francisco(Lefferts
0-1), 10:05 .

AL Leaders

BATTING-RKelly, New York, .462;
Bordick,Oakland,.440;CHayes, New York,
.409; Mack, Minnesota, .409; Seitzer, Milwaukee, .400; Gonzalez, Texas, .394; McGwire, Oakland, .391.
RUNS-Palmer, Texas, 7; GVaughn, Milwaukee, 7; RKelly, New York, 7; McGwire, Oakland,7; Sierra, Texas,7; Canseco,Oakland,7;8
are tied with 6.
RBI-McGwire, Oakland,9; Sierra, Texas.
8;
Fielder, Detroit, 8; Hall, New York,8; Palmer
,
Texas. 7; Gonzalez, Texas, 7; Canseco, Oakland, 7; Tartabull, New York, 7; VHayes, California, 7.
HITS-Gonzalez,Texas, 13;RKelly,New York,
12; Sierra, Texas, 12; Bordick, Oakland, 11;
Palmer, Texas, 10; llohnson, Chicago, 10; 11
are tied with 9.
DOUBLES-EMartinez, Seattle, 5; Jefferies,
Kansas City, 5; Reimer,Texas,4; Sierra. Texas,
4; ADavis, California, 4; Lansford. Oakland,4;
11 are tied with 3.
TRIPLES-Thomas,Chicago, I; Huson, Texas. 1; LJohnson, Chicago. I; Burks, Boston, 1;
Thurman, Kansas City, 1; Sierra, Texas, 1; Pas-

Get Smart!
•Foreign and Domestic Repairs
•24 Hour Wrecker Service
•Collision Repairs
•Complete Paint Jobs
•Rust Repairs
*Reasonably-Priced

qua, Chicago, I; Puckett, Minnesota, 1; Gruber
,
Toronto, 1.
HOME RUNS-McGwire, Oakland. 5;
Canseco, Oakland, 4; Palmer, Texas, 3; Borders. Toronto. 3; Fielder, Detroit, 3; 12 are tied
with 2.
STOLEN BASES-Lofton, Cleveland, 5;
Raines,Chicago.4;RAlomar,Toronto,3;RHenderson, Oakland, 3; 13 are tied with 2.
PITCHING (2 Decisions)-Hibbard,Chicago,
2-0, 1.000, 1.17;McDowell,Chicago,2-0,1.000.
5.14; KBrown, Texas, 2-0, 1.000, L50; Parrett,
Oakland, 2-0, 1.000,0.00; Morris,Toronto,2-0.
1.000, 2.25; Sanderson, New York, 2-0, 1.000,
2.13; 7 are tied with 500.
STRIKEOUTS-Clemens, Boston, 17;
Rlohnson, Seattle, 16; Nagy, Cleveland, 12;
KBrown,Texas, 12; Ritz, Detroit, 11; Morris,
Toronto, II; JuGuzman,Toronto, 10; Harvey,
California. 10; Darwin, Boston, 10; Three tied
with 9 each.
SAVES-DWard. Toronto, 3; Thigpen, Chicago. 3; Eckersley,Oakland,3; Harvey,California,
2; Aguilera, Minnesota,2; Farr, New York,2; 11
are tied with I.

10% Student Discount
on Foreign and Domestic Repairs
with ID.

SMART'S AUTO BODY
324 North Main Street, Old Town
Business Hours Phone- 827-2331
Nights & Weekends 877-5634
Sid Sman, Owner

NHL
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pts GF GA
y-NY Rangers
49 24 5 103 312 241
x-Washington
45 26 8 98 329 271
x-New Jersey
38 30 II 87 289 252
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32 36 11 75 249 269
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31 35 12 74 283 288
x-Hartford
25 41 13 63 243 280
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CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Pts GF GA
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x-St. Louis
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x-Minnesota
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Toronto
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y-Vancouver
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x-Los Angeles
35, 30 14 84 285 293
x-Edmonton
36 33 10 82 293 291
x-Winnipeg
31 32 15 77 240 239
Calgary
30 37 11 71 288 298
San Jose
17 56 5 39 213 350
x-clinched playoff berth. y-won division title.

NBA
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Milwaukee
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Minnesota
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x-Phoenix
x-Seattle
LA Clippers
LA Lakcrs
Sacramento
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NL Leaders
BATTING-WCIark, San Francisco,.476;
DSanders. Atlanta,.433; Lewis, San Francisco,
.417; RThompson, San Francisco, .409; Bagwell, Houston, .393; Kruk, Philadelphia, .393;
Gwynn, San Diego,.370.
RUNS-Amaro,Philadelphia,8;Lewis,San
Francisco, 8; Zeile, St. Louis, 8; Bonds, Pittsburgh, 8; Lankford, Si Louis, 6; DeShields,
Montreal, 6; Grissom, Montreal, 6; DSandera,
Atlanta, 6; Larkin, Cincinnati, 6; TFernandez,
San Diego, 6.
RBI-Sheffield,San Diego,9; McGriff,San
Diego,9; Bagwell, Houston, 8;Zeile, St. Louis,
8; Dorm, Cincinnati, 8; Bonds. Pittsburgh, 7;
Bonilla, New York, 7.
HITS-DSanders, Atlanta, 13; Bagwell.
Houston. 11; Biggio, Houston, 11; Kruk. Philadelphia, 11; Lewis,San Francisco, 10; Lankford,
St. Louis, 10; DeShielda Montreal, 10; WCIark,
San Francisco, 10; Gwynn,San Diego, 10.
DOUBLES-Barberie, Montreal, 3; Amaro, Philadelphia, 3; Bagwell, Houston, 3; Chamberlain, Philadelphia, 3; DSanders. Atlanta, 3;
Biggio, Houston, 3; LWalker, Montreal, 3; Pagnoz2i, Si Louis, 3.

TRIPLES-DSanders, Atlanta,4; 16 with I.
HOME RUNS-Bonds, Pittsburgh, 4; McGriff,San Diego,4;Amaro,Philadelphia,3;Zeile,
St. Louis, 3; Hollins, Philadelphia, 2; DeShields,
Montreal, 2; Gant, Atlanta, 2; Caminiti, Houston,
2; Bonilla, New York, 2; Davis, Los Angeles, 2.
STOLEN BASES-Johnson,New York,6;
Grissom, Montreal, 4; Lankford, St. Louis, 3;
Sosa, Chicago, 3; Roberts, Cincinnati, 3;
Coleman, New York, 3; Davis, Los Angeles, 3;
MThompson. St. Louis, 3.
PITCHING (2 Decisions)-Osuna, Houston, 2-0, 1.000,0.00; Melendez,San Diego, 3-0,
1.000, 1.50; Glavine, Atlanta, 2-0, 1.000, 0.52;
GMaddux,Chicago,2-0, 1.000,3.21;Swift,San
Francisco, 2-0, 1.000,034; Browning, Cincinnati, 2-0, 1.0(X), 3.29; ZSmith, Pittsburgh, 2-0,
1.000, 1.69.
STRIKEOUTS-Cone,New York,20;Rijo,
Cincinnati, 19; Belcher,Cincinnati, 16; Glavine,
Atlanta, 15; Greene, Philadelphia, 11; Gardner,
Montreal, II; Smoltz, Atlanta, 11.
SAVES-Charlton, Cincinnati, 4; Belinda,
Pittsburgh,2; McElroy,Chicago,2;DJones,Houston, 2; Myers, San Diego, 2; 10 are tied with I.

Now Free Delivery
on Campus
itvoia 0ye

No Ozone?
The Hair Hut has two tanning beds and one
tanning capsule, so you can easily achieve
the color you want without even stepping
outside
Sign up now and save big with our
March 'n'
April
April Specials.
Tanni
ng
Specials
Other sunny
5 sessions
$15*
specials include Sun
10 sessions__........_527*
Glazing and Hairlighting for $35
15sessions________S33"
and up (reg. price $45 and up) or
sessions.
20
S40"
get a perm for $35 and up (reg.
price $42 and up). Stock up and receve 10% off all hair care
products. Offers not available in conjuction with 10% student
discount.

The 4lair dlut

47.Main

Mdfor2)627-6723

SP"
Small pepperoni pizza $2.99 plus tax
Large cheese pizzas $5.99 plus tax
Large ham italian $1.99 plus tax
• Not to be combined with any coupon offer
• Prices subject to change without notice

WE
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)
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Hockey

A young boy,a ball and a bat; it's baseball

By Tim Hopley

You walk up the sticky runway and see
the green field for the very first time. A chill
runs up your spine as your favorite player
catches your eye.
He's standing there in his bright white
uniform with the No.8 on his back. He is a
legend, a future Hall-of-Famer.
Your father takes you by the hand and
leads you to the wooden seats along the first
baseline, excitment grows as the hero becomes actually visible.
He's now old, nearly 40. You think to
yourself"gee, that's nearly dead-age." Lit-

de did you know that40 was a good year for
the hero.
You ask dad about his hero. He replies
with a grin and a shrug."I liked teams more
than players," he says.
The sun shines brightly and the man in
black cries "play ball." A cheer goes up
when the pitcher rears back and fires a strike
past the man in the gray uniform.
It's baseball.
There's nothing like it in the world. Nothing can bring people from different nations,
races, religions together like baseball.
To understand it is to love it, to dream of
one day being on the very field where the

legends played.
The smell of the freshly cut grass fills
your nose as the hot dog vendor goes by.
"Get your red hots, here," he cries!
The crack of the bat as it strikes the ball
is an unmistakeable sound. It too fills the
park as outs and hits and runs fill the scorecard on page 27 on your souvenier program.
It can only be baseball.
As the day is replayed in your mind, you
think about making the big catch in a tight
game or hitting a home run in the bottom of
the ninth to win it for the hometown team.
It can only be baseball this is for certain.
The game that lets everyone be a kid again.

Maine Campus classifieds
apartments
1970 Mobile Home 2bdrm 1 bath Recent
improvements close to UM. Own for less
than rent 9,900 Call David 942-9600
Wanted to Rent:4 BR house 12 mo.lease
or longer from early summer. Profession
family. Call 866-364-4.
Summer Sublet-Spacious 4RM APT in
Old Town S400/mo includes everything
Call 827-0584.
TALMAR WOOD, ORONO Tired of repairs not being completed promptly? Try
Talmar Wood!! Our maintenance staff responds in 24 HOURS. Now accepting applications for immediate and future openings. Rents begin at $365, utilities included. 30 day lease. We are walking distance
to UM,in the bus route,close to shopping,
with a laundry facility on site. Can't beat it!!
Call 866-4300 to app. EHO
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from $200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-7231.
Available now or for fall semester Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now
under new management. Make an appointment to see the difference.990-5817
or 862-2061 after 5.
Orono 1 BR furnished modern apt. Professional setting, walk to UM, monthly,
summer or annual lease. $450 a month
plus utilities. 945-5810
Orono Apts, renting 1,2&3 Brms in Old
Town. Heat and hot water included. Available June 1. Call 827-7231
Summer Sublet Many RMS avail. in Orono
Apt, for rent, June-Aug, $150/person +
utilities. Will rent for one mo.Call now 8667800
Nice Clean, Big BR in Old Town. 385/mo
+utilities oil heat and hot wtr. Call Eves.
866-2386
Orono-Summer Sublease $164 plus util.
Call 581-8030 ask for Tom.
Heated 1 & 2 bedroom apts within
walking distance to the university. Tel.
866-2816 or866-7888.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.$550/mo. Luxury
2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths. Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Call 9456955 or 945-5260
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE.$660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl. Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 9455260.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site Indry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from UMO, Bradley
Sec. Dep, 1 yr be. S575/mo 866-7798

apartments
Room in private home a 2 min. walk to
UMaine.A quiet place to study. References
required. Tel. 866-2816.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 4Bdrm just 3
min walk to campus S800/mo + elec 56
Park St Please Call Deb 866-4811

stufffor sale
Apple IIGS, loaded. $2000 or 13/0. Need
money for assholes in Business Office. Call
Mark at 581-6618.
Yamaha BB200 electric bass w/case. $300.
Aria Pro II electric bass w/ case $200. Peavey
Combo 300 bass amp.$300. Korg AS digital
bass effects processor, hilly programmable,
fianger/chorus, delay/reverb, EQ dyna-excicompr
te
r.
essor
. Still in box! S300.Call 8663034.
87Toyota Tercel 2 DR Hatch good condition, new tires,84K miles 1 owner,$2400or
BO call 581-6927
2 Freestanding Lofts $100 or B.O. Call
581-7311 if interested
Lofts for sale-Very sturdy. Come see
them. Asking $100. Call Mike at 5817585.
Free Standing Loft - Fold-up solid $50.00
call Tom x8030

fundraising
Looking for your very own cash cow?Sell
T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call
942-0236.

/./

help wanted

Acadia Bike & Canoe and Coastal Kayaking Tours, of Bar Harbor, Maine seeks
qualified men and women to work in the
rental, tour and retail operation. We are
located in the heart of Acadia National Park
on beautiful Mount Desert Island. Positions include: Customer service staff, Bicycle mechanics, Retail sales staff, Office staff,
Sea Kayak Guides (Maine Guides License
Required), tour leaders, Shuttle Drivers
(CDL license Required). On campus interviews scheduled for Thurs. April 23. Go to
Career Center, Chadbourne to sign up for
an interview.
Administrative Assistant Acadia Bike &
Canoe and Coastal Kayakng Tours, of Bar
Harbor, Maine has an opening for a fulltime seasonal office assistant. Applicant
must have excellent human relation and
telephone skills, have general knowledge
of double entry accounting and be willing
to work in a variety of areas within the
operation. On campus interviews scheduled for Thurs, April 23. Go to Career
Center, Chadboume to sign up for an
interview.

from page 25

trice Tardif(Jack Semler Award-most
improved player)and Andy Silverman
(Howard
Neville Award-Rookie of the Year).
Looking ahead, the 1992-93
UMaine
team will include an interesting mix
of vet
erans and newcomers.
Montgomery, Tardif, Ingraham
and,
hopefully, Jean-Yves Roy will
return to
give the Black Bears a potent scoring
touch.
The entire defensive corps also
returns
with the exception of Tony Link as
Imes,
Matt Martin and Silverman figure to
be the
key components.
Snow and sophomore Mike Dunham
will
most likely be back to man the nets
for
UMaine, while a highly-regarded
group of
first-year players will look to fill the
voids.

Stop by the basemmt ofLord Hall
for your classified ad.

help wanted
Sea Kayak Guides. Coastal Kayaking Tours
Inc. of Bar Harbor seeks qualified men and
women to lead guided sea kayak tours in
the Acadia National Park area. You will
guide half-day,and multi-day sea kayaking
trips. Applicants should possess good outdoor leadership skills, be sound paddlers,
and enjoy working with people. A Maine
Guides License (recreational) is required.
Recreational Guide license course is available through us. Full time and part time
positions available. Plenty of work, good
pay, and bonus program. On campus interviews scheduled for Thurs. April 23. Go
to Career Center, Chadboume to sign up
for an interview,
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER
CAMP The American Camping Association(NY)will make your application avail,
to over 300 camps in the Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college students
and
professionals. Positions avail: all land and
water sports, kitchen, maintenance, art
and crafts, drama, music, dance, nature,
tripping, RN's, M.D.'s., athletic, water
front, and boating directors. Benefits may
include college credit, travel expenses. Experience or certification not necessarily
required. CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 12 West 31st Street, New York, NY
10001, 1 -800-777-CAMP
Seasonal help needed at Rosalie's Pizza
,
Bar Harbor.Pizza cooks, prep cook,count
er
help. Some housing available. Preference
to those who can stay until October.
Call
942-6511. After 4/17 call 862-2012.
STOP!!! Need a Job Now and for Summer? Earn $3 per envelope mailing
our
Sales Circulars! Start Immediately! Send
a
Long S.A.S. Envelope: CMP Distributing
Dept. C-100,P.O. Box 1068,Forked River,
NI 08731

graduation
Graduation Announcements on sale
in the
Union $0.25 Buy today.
Invite your favorite Professor to
graduation.

misc.
Free cigarettes! Male smokers neede
d for
PSYCH experiment. One hour
flexible
schedule Call Dave 581-6547.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.
ADOPTION:Abundant love awaits a newborn into our joyous & comfortable
lives.
We are happily married 12 year an
dream
of sharing all we are with a child in
our
coastal Maine home. Call collect. Chris
&
Cathy 244-5122.

lost
LOST: A small blue Russ Teddy Bear at
Stewart Commons on Fri. 4/10. Please
contact Lou at 581-8767.
LOST: French-hook silver laced ovalis
h
earring with bluish-green stone. Please
call 942-7775.
LOST: From "Blueberry house" 18" blue
Specialized Hard Rock Mt. Bike. Reward.
Call 581-8496 "SAM"
LOST: Alpine 7903 Cassette Deck lost Fri.
April 3 by MCA. $100 REWARD for return
no questions asked. Call Chris 866-7225.
LOST: North Face jacket, blue, red, and
green w/sung lasses in pocket. Lost at Geddy's Sat. 3/28. 150 reward. if found, call
Ben at 827-4976.
LOST: One set of Ford keys on black snap
key ring w/copper wire pieces on Fri March
27 between Little and Union Please call
827-6709 Andrew
LOST: Gold diamond cut ring between
Bennett Parking Lot + Barrows Hall on 4/
10. Call 989-3458 Reward if returned.

found
FOUND: A Kryptonite bike lock found
behind York Village. If your key fits it, it's
yours. Stop by the Memorial information
booth or call xl 740.
FOUND:Torn Texas State Flag on the mall
Wed. 4/8. Call 7882.
FOUND: A pair of canoe paddles, at the
Steam Plant Parking Lot on 4/12. Call John
942-9424 and leave message.
FOUND: IBM 3.5" computer disk near
York Hall, Lotus and Data, call Hans at
6828 to claim.
FOUND:French-hook silver round earring
with small blue bead near Shibles Hall, 4/
8 call 1273 or stop by The Maine Campu
s
office

travel
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytimefor only 1169with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's Go! & NY Times.) Also,
low roundtripfares to West coast_ AIRHITCH
212-864-2000.

personals
Dear M.H.I'm glad we are back together.
I know we'll always be happy togeth
er.
Love, F.S.
JAM-Thanks for ironing my uniform!
Don't worry, I won't tell Ethan you're
a
Registered Republican-Mil/Frat
Guy__
JW-Dont't forget it's ankle awareness
week!-SN

